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PREFACE
SAFETY NOTICE
Proper service and repair procedures are vital to safe, reliable
operation of J&J Go-Karts, as well as personal safety of those performing
repairs. This manual outlines procedures for servicing and repairing J&J
Go-Karts using safe, effective methods. The procedures contain many
NOTES, CAUTIONS and WARNINGS which should be followed along
with standard safety procedures to eliminate the possibility of personal
injury or improper service which could damage the Go-Kart or
compromise its safety.
It is important to note that repair procedures, techniques, tools and
parts for servicing J&J Go-Karts, as well as the skill and experience of the
individual performing the work vary widely. It is not possible to anticipate
all conceivable ways or conditions under which J&J Go-Karts may be
serviced or to provide cautions to all possible hazards that may result.
Standard precautions should be used when handling toxic or flammable
fluids, and safety goggles or other protection should be used during
cutting, grinding, chiseling, prying or any other process that can cause
material removal or projectiles. J&J recommends use of safety goggles or
approved glasses during all servicing of J&J Go-Karts.
All information contained in this manual is based on the latest product
information available at the time of printing. We reserve the right to
make changes at any time without notice. No part of this publication
may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system or transmitted, in any
form by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording,
or otherwise, without the prior written permission of J&J
Amusements, Inc. A Corporation of Oregon. This includes text,
figures and tables.
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A1
Before Servicing

To eliminate unnecessary work, careful reading of the applicable section is recommended before
starting to service a go-kart, . Photographs, diagrams, notes, cautions, warnings, and detailed
descriptions have been included wherever necessary. Nevertheless, even a detailed account has
limitations, a certain amount of basic knowledge is also required for successful work.
Especially note the following:

Dirt
Before removal and disassembly, clean the go-kart. Any dirt entering the engine or other parts will
work as an abrasive and shorten the life. For the same reason, before installing a new part, clean off
any dust or metal filings.

Tightening Sequence
Generally, when installing a part with several bolts, nuts or screws, start them all in their holes and
tighten them to a snug fit. Then tighten them evenly in a cross pattern. This is to avoid distortion of
the part and/or causing gas or oil leakage. Conversely when loosening the bolts, nuts or screws,
first loosen all of them by about a quarter of turn and then remove them. Where there is a
tightening sequence indication in this Service Manual, the bolts, nuts or screws must be tightened in
the order and method indicated.

Torque
When torque values are given in this Service Manual, use them. Either too little or too much torque
may lead to serious damage. Use a good quality, reliable torque wrench.

Force
Common sense should dictate how much force is necessary in assembly and disassembly. If a part
seems especially difficult to remove or install, stop and examine what may be causing the problem.
Whenever tapping is necessary, tap lightly using a wooden or plastic-faced mallet. Use an impact
driver for screws (particularly for the removal of screws held by a locking agent) in order to avoid
damaging the screw heads. It also may be necessary to apply heat to some parts held with locking
compound.

Edges
Watch for sharp edges, especially during major engine disassembly and assembly. Protect your
hands with gloves or a piece of thick cloth when lifting the engine or turning it over.

High-Flash Point Solvent
A high- flash point solvent is recommended to reduce fire danger. A commercial solvent commonly
available in North America is Stoddard solvent (generic name). Always follow manufacturer and
container directions regarding the use of any solvent.
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Gasket, O-Ring
Do not reuse a gasket or 0-ring once it has been in service. The mating surfaces around the gasket
should be free of foreign matter and perfectly smooth to avoid oil or compression leaks.

Liquid Gasket, Non-Permanent Locking Agent
Follow manufacturer’s directions for cleaning and preparing surfaces where these compounds will
be used. Apply sparingly. Excessive amounts may block engine oil passages and cause serious
damage. An example of a non-permanent locking agent commonly available in North America is
Loctite® Lock’n Seal (Blue).

Press
A part installed using a press or driver, such as a wheel bearing, should first be coated with oil on
its outer or inner circumference so that it will go into place smoothly.

Oil Seal and Grease Seal
Replace any oil or grease seals that were removed with new ones since removal generally damages
seals. When pressing in a seal which has manufacturer’s marks, press it in with the marks facing
out. Seals should be pressed into place using a suitable driver, which contacts evenly with the side
of the seal, until the face of the seal is even with the end of the hole. Always use assembly oil or
grease on lip (sealing edge) of any seal prior to assembly.

Circlip, Retaining Ring
Replace any circlips and retaining rings that were removed with new ones, as removal weakens and
deforms them. When installing circlips and retaining rings, take care to compress or expand them
only enough to install them and no more.

Cotter Pin
Replace any cotter pins that were removed with new ones since removal deforms and breaks them.

Lubrication
Engine wear is generally at its maximum while the engine is warming up and before all rubbing
surfaces have an adequate lubricative film. During assembly, oil or grease (whichever is more
suitable) should be applied to any rubbing surface which has lost its lubricating film. Old grease
and dirty oil should be cleaned off. Deteriorated grease has lost its lubricating quality and may
contain abrasive foreign particles.
Do not use just any oil or grease. Some oils and greases in particular should be used only in
certain applications and may be harmful if used in an application for which they are not intended.
This manual makes reference to molybdenum disulfide grease (MoS2 ) in the assembly of certain
engine and chassis parts. Always check manufacturer recommendations before using such special
lubricants.
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Replacement Parts
When there is a replacement instruction, replace these parts with new ones every time they are
removed. These replacement parts will be damaged or lose their original function once removed.

Inspection
When parts have been disassembled, visually inspect these parts for following conditions or other
damage. If there is any doubt as to condition of them, replace them with new ones.
Abrasion
Crack
Hardening
Warp
Bent
Dent
Scratch
Wear
Color change
Deterioration
Seizure

Specifications
Specification terms are defined as follows:
“Standards”: Show dimensions or performances which brand-new parts or systems
have.
“Service Limits”: Indicate the usable limits. If measurement shows excessive
wear or deteriorated performance, replace the damaged parts.
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General Specifications
SINGLE SEATERS

DOUBLE SEATERS

Dimensions:
Overall Length

82" (208 cm)

82" (208 cm)

Overall Width

45" (114 cm)

55" (139 cm)

Overall Height

40" (101 cm)

40" (101 cm)

Wheelbase

44.125 " (112 cm)

44.125 " (112 cm)

Ground Clearance

2.5" (6 cm)

2.5" (6 cm)

Wet Weight

~518 lb (235 kg)

~637 lb (289 kg)

Curb Weight

Front: ~233 lb (106 kg)
Rear: ~285 lb (129 kg)

Front: ~275 lb (125 kg)
Rear: ~362 lb (164 kg)

Fuel Tank Capacity
(Extra Capacity)

2.2 gal (8.3 liters) 5.5 hp
3.5 gal (13.2 liters) 8.0/9.0 hp

2.2 gal (8.3 liters) 5.5 hp
3.5 gal (13.2 liters) 8.0/9.0 hp
4.75 gal (18 liters)

Model

Honda GX160K1, GX200K1
Optional: Honda GX240K1,
GX270K1

Honda GX160K1, GX200K1
Optional: Honda GX240K1,
GX270K1

Type

4-Stroke, overhead valve single
cylinder, inclined by 25°

4-Stroke, overhead valve single
cylinder, inclined by 25°

Cooling System

Forced Air

Forced Air

Maximum
Horsepower

5.5
6.5
8.0
9.0

Starting System

Recoil

Recoil

Spark Plug

BPR6ES (NGK), W20EPR -U (ND)

BPR6ES (NGK), W20EPR -U (ND)

Lubrication System

Splash

Splash

Clutch Type

Centrifugal, wet multi disc

Centrifugal, wet multi disc

Clutch Engagement

1800 rpm

1800 rpm

Clutch Lock

2200 rpm

2200 rpm

Final Drive System

Dual V-Belt or Cog Belt

Dual V-Belt or Cog Belt

Type

Unitized, Monocoque

Unitized, Monocoque

Coatings

Electrostatic Powder Coated
425°F

Electrostatic Powder Coated
425°F

Steering Angle

24° to either side

24° to either side

Caster

Adjustable 0°~14°

Adjustable 0°~14°

Tires

5" Extended Wear Pneumatic

5" Extended Wear Pneumatic

Brake Type

(Self Adjusting) Hydraulic Disc

(Self Adjusting) Hydraulic Disc

Engine:

hp/4,000
hp/3,600
hp/3,600
hp/3,600

rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm

(4.0
(4.8
(6.0
(6.7

kW/4,000
kW/3,600
kW/3,600
kW/3,600

min-1)
min-1)
min-1)
min-1)

5.5
6.5
8.0
9.0

hp/4,000
hp/3,600
hp/3,600
hp/3,600

rpm
rpm
rpm
rpm

(4.0
(4.8
(6.0
(6.7

kW/4,000
kW/3,600
kW/3,600
kW/3,600

min-1)
min-1)
min-1)
min-1)

Drive Train:

Frame:

Our dedication to constant development necessitates that descriptions and specifications are subject to change
without notice.
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Periodic Maintenance Chart
ITEM
NO.
1

ITEM

ENGINE OIL
(Change anywhere between 50 to 100 hours)**

SERVICE
TYPE

DAILY

-CHECK LEVEL
-CHANGE

ü

AFTER
FIRST
20 HRS

WEEKLY
OR EVERY
100 HRS

ü

ü

ü

ü

2 WEEKS
OR EVERY
200 HRS

1

REDUCTION GEAR OIL

-CHECK LEVEL
-CHANGE

ü

2

AIR CLEANER

-CHECK
-CLEAN

ü

3

FUEL STRAINER

-CLEAN

ü

4

SPARK PLUG

-CHECK
-CLEAN

ü
ü

5

VALVE CLEARANCE

-CHECK
-ADJUST

ü(500 hrs.)
ü(As Needed)

6

COMBUSTION CHAMBER
AND VALVES

-CLEAN
-RELAP

ü(1000 HRS)
ü(As Needed)

7

FUEL TANK &
FUEL LINES

-CHECK
-REPLACE LINES
-REPLACE

8

FRONT HUBS &
SPINDLES

-CHECK
-TORQUE
-GREASE

ü

9

AXLE & AXLE BEARINGS

-CHECK
-TIGHTEN
-GREASE

ü
ü(SET SCREWS)

(AXLE SET SCREW 70 IN LBS)

ü
EVERY YEAR
WHEN NECESSARY

STEERING

-CHECK

ü

11

DRIVE BELTS

-CHECK
-ADJUST
-REPLACE

ü

PULLEYS
(UPPER V - 65 IN. LBS.)
(LOWER - 108 IN. LBS.)

13

WHEEL LUG NUTS &
STUDS
(35 FT. LBS.)

WHEN DAMAGED

-CHECK
-ADJUST
-TORQUE

ü

-CHECK
-TORQUE
-REPLACE

ü
ü
WHEN DAMAGED

14

BUMPER SYSTEM

-CHECK
-REPLACE

ü

15

HYDRAULIC BRAKES

-CHECK PAD WEAR
-FLUID LEVEL
-FLUID CHANGE

ü

ü
ü

ü
WHEN NECESSARY

ü
ü

ü

EVERY YEAR

16

SEATBELTS

-CHECK
-REPLACE

ü
WHEN DAMAGED

17

STARTER ROPE

-CHECK
-REPLACE

ü
WHEN DAMAGED

18

TIRES
(35 TO 50 PSI.)

-CHECK
-ROTATION
-REPLACE

ü
WHEN NECESSARY
WHEN NECESSARY

CHASSIS LUBRICATION

-LUBRICATE

19

ü

ü

10

12

ü

ü
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Periodic Maintenance Chart
Below are explanations of services listed in the Periodic Maintenance Charts on
previous page.
The proper fluids and lubricants to use are listed in this section. Make sure to always use the
recommended fluids and lubricants. All parts should be replaced and all necessary repairs done before the
kart is operated.
1. ENGINE OIL AND REDUCTION GEAR OIL-- Always use API service SG.SF/CC.CD. Designation show on the
container. To determine the preferred viscosity oil for your karts engine, see “Engine Oil” in Honda Owner’s
Manual.
2. AIR CLEANER FILTER REPLACEMENT-- Clean, Check and Replace at specified intervals, see Honda Owner’s
Manual.
3. FUEL STRAINER-- Clean at the specified interval or sooner if clogged.
4. SPARK PLUG CLEANING AND REPLACEMENT-- Clean and replace spark plug with type listed in
Honda Owner’s Manual.
5. VALVE CLEARANCE-- Check and adjust at specified intervals, see Honda Shop Manual.
6. COMBUSTION CHAMBER AND VALVES --De-carbon cylinder head and lap valves, see Honda Shop Manual.
7. FUEL TANK, CAP AND LINES INSPECTION-- Inspect fuel tank, cap and lines for damage or leaks. Remove
fuel cap, inspect gasket for an even filler neck imprint and any damage. Replace parts as needed.
8. FRONT HUBS AND SPINDLES -- Inspect and grease front spindles every 2 weeks or 200 hours. Front hub nuts
should be torqued to 50 FT. LBS.
9. AXLE AND AXLE BEARINGS -- Inspect axle for bending and cracking. Clean and grease axle bearings at
specified intervals or sooner if operated in dirty or wet conditions. Torque axle set screw at 70 IN LBS.
10. STEERING-- Check for smooth and precise movement from full turn left to full turn right. Inspect tie rods and rod
ends for loosening, damage or wear. To prevent uneven tire wear and a poor handling kart check front end alignment
weekly or every 100 HRS.
11. DRIVE BELTS -- Inspect drive belts for proper deflection, alignment and tension. Twisted or cracks belts should be
replaced.
NOTICE: The best tension for a V-belt drive is the lowest tension at which the belts will not slip under the
highest load condition.
WARNING: Too much tension shortens belt and bearing life.
12. PULLEYS-- Inspect for proper deflection, alignment and torque to specified readings, see list below.
•

Upper V-belt bushing 65 IN. LBS.

•

Lower V-belt Bushing 108 IN. LBS.

•

Upper Cog-belt Bushing 204 IN. LBS.

•

Lower Cog-belt Bushing 108 IN. LBS.
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Explanation of Maintenance
13. WHEEL LUG NUTS AND STUDS -- Check for loose wheel lug nuts and studs daily and torque to 35 FT. LBS.
WARNING: Check the tightness frequently during the first week or 100 HRS. And when wheel is changed

14. BUMPER SYSTEM-- Check for cracks, loose mounting hardware, and damaged D-Rubbers.
15. HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKES INSPECTION-- When engine oil is changed, inspect the lines and hoses for proper
hookup, binding, leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. Check fluid level in master cylinder. A low fluid level can indicate
worn disc brake pads which may need to be replaced. Inspect disc for wear and alignment.
WARNING: Inspect brakes more often if driving conditions result in frequent braking.
16. SEATBELTS-- Inspect all belts, buckles, latch plates and anchorage’s daily. Replace if necessary.
CAUTION: Don’t let anyone operate the Go-Kart if they can’t wear a seatbelt properly. If the kart is in a crash and
they are not wearing a seatbelt, they could hit things inside the kart or be ejected from it. They can be seriously
injured or killed. Always properly fasten customers seatbelts and then double check to make certain straps are not
loose.
17. STARTER ROPE-- Check rope for fraying. Check air intake screen for foreign matter that could cause overheating
or fire, see Honda Owner’s Manual.
18. TIRES--For proper wear and maximum tire life rotate tires and check inflation, 35 to 50 PSI. A properly inflated
and aligned tire should wear evenly across the tread. Replace tires when the white wear marks begin to show.
NOTE: The white wear mark will only show on Recap tires. If you have Power Master or Bigfoot tires
replace when last wear mark is worn off.
19. CHASSIS LUBRICATION-- Lubricate steering linkage, throttle linkage, pedal and throttle control arm
at specified intervals or after washing. When used in dusty or wet conditions, service more frequently.

**NOTE--All nuts and bolts should be checked and torqued periodically.
SIZE
5 mm

TYPE
bolt, nut

FT. LBS.
4

SIZE
6 mm

TYPE
bolt, nut

FT. LBS.
7

8 mm

bolt, nut

17

10 mm bolt, nut

25

12 mm bolt, nut
1/4-20 bolt, nut
5/16-18 bolt , nut

40
60 to 85
110 to 150

1/4-28 bolt, nut
5/16-24 bolt, nut

65 to 90
120 to 160

3/8-16 bolt, nut
7/16-14 bolt, nut

14.5 to 20
23 to 32

3/8-24 bolt, nut
7/16-20 bolt, nut

16 to 22
24 to 34

1/2-13 bolt, nut
9/16-12 bolt, nut

37 to 50
50 to 70

1/2-20 bolt, nut
9/16-18 bolt, nut

37.5 to 52.5
57.5 to 77.5

5/8-18 bolt, nut
3/4-10 bolt, nut

72.5 to 97.5
125 to 165

5/8-11 bolt, nut
3/4-16 bolt, nut

70 to 95
120 to 165

GO-KART SERVICE SCHEDULE
GOKART ID#______________________ENGINE#_________________________

Mechanic must initial in each
empty box after each servicing

BODY#___________________________BODY COLOR______________________
ITEM
NO.

ITEM
ACTUAL METER HOURS

SERVICE
TYPE
èèèèèèèèè

1

ENGINE OIL

-CHANGE

1

REDUCTION GEAR OIL

-CHANGE

2

AIR CLEANER

-CLEAN

3

FUEL STRAINER

-CLEAN

4

SPARK PLUG

-CLEAN

5

VALVE CLEARANCE

-CHECK
-ADJUST

6

COMBUSTION CHAMBER
AND VALVES

-CLEAN
-RELAP

7

FUEL TANK &
FUEL LINES

-CHECK
-REPLACE LINES YEARLY
-REPLACE WHEN
NECESSARY

8

FRONT HUBS &
SPINDLES

-CHECK
-TORQUE
-GREASE

9

AXLE & AXLE BEARINGS

-CHECK
-ADJUST
-GREASE

(AXLE SET SCREW 70 IN LBS)

10

STEERING

-CHECK

11

DRIVE BELTS

-CHECK
-ADJUST
-REPLACE

12

PULLEYS
(UPPER V - 65 IN. LBS.)
(LOWER - 108 IN. LBS.)

13

WHEEL LUG NUTS &
STUDS
(35 FT. LBS.)

-CHECK
-TORQUE
-REPLACE

BUMPER SYSTEM

-CHECK
-REPLACE

15

HYDRAULIC BRAKES

-CHECK PAD WEAR
-FLUID LEVEL
-FLUID CHANGE

SEATBELTS

17

STARTER ROPE

18

TIRES

19

WHEN
DAMAGED

-CHECK
-ADJUST
-TORQUE

14

16

1st20

WHEN
DAMAGED

EVERY YEAR

-CHECK
-REPLACE

WHEN
DAMAGED

-CHECK
-REPLACE

WHEN
DAMAGED

(30 TO 50 PSI.)

-CHECK
-ROTATION
-REPLACE

CHASSIS LUBRICATION

-LUBRICATE

WHEN
NECESSARY

100

200

300

400

500

600
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Non Scheduled Maintenance Record

NON-SCHEDULED MAINTENANCE RECORD
ENGINE #_______________
CHASSIS #_______________
DATE

PROBLEM

MAINTENANCE
PERFORMED

*NOTE– Make copies for future use.

SERVICED FINISH
BY
DATE
(SIGN)
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Share Your Service Tips
Most technicians like to keep a trick or idea up their sleeves. If
you’ve found a better way and you’d like to share your tip with
others, please take a few minutes and drop us a line.
Mail:
J&J SERVICE DEPARTMENT
J&J Amusements, Inc.
4897 Indian School Road NE
Salem, Oregon 97305

Internet:
http://www.jjamusements.com

Phone:
800-854-3140
503-304-8899

Fax:
800-366-7505
503-304-1899

E-Mail:
service@jjamusements.com
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Basic Notes
Tools

Suggested Minimum Tools for Kart Maintenance
One each of the following:
38 DRIVE TORQUE WRENCH WITH INCH POUNDS READING
3/8 DRIVE RATCHET
3/8 DRIVE SOCKETS

7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 3/4”
10 mm, 12 mm, 13 mm

3/8 DRIVE SPEED HANDLE
3/8 DRIVE EXTENSIONS: 3” & 6”
6" T-HANDLE ALLEN HEX DRIVERS 1/4”, 3/16”, 1/8”, 5/32”, 3/32”, 9/64”
OPEN END WRENCHES

1/4”, 5/16”, 3/8”, 7/16”, 1/2”, 9/16”, 5/8”, 11/16”, 3/4”
10 mm, 12 mm

OFFSET RATCHETING BOX WRENCH 9/16” - 1/2”
RULER, 12”
PLIERS: SIDE CUTTERS & NEEDLE NOSE
VISE GRIPS:SMALL & MEDIUM
1/2” DRIVE U.S. READING TORQUE WRENCH
1/2” DRIVE RATCHET
1/2” DRIVE SOCKET 1 1/8”
10” CRESCENT WRENCH
3/8” DRIVE BUTTERFLY IMPACT
3/8” DRIVE RATCHET AIR POWERED
SCREW DRIVERS: PHILLIPS #1, #2 & STANDARD #1, #2, #3
HAMMERS:BALL PEEN & NYLON
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Quick
Reference Guide
Notes
Specifications subject to change without notice.

Spark Plug:
Type: NGK BPR6ES
Gap: 0.70-0.80 mm (0.028-0.031 in)
Part #14411120

Fuel Filter:
Type: 120 Micron
Part #001771

Fuel:
Engine RPM:
Idle: 1400±150 RPM
Max: 3850±150 RPM

Type: Unleaded 86 or higher

Brake Fluid:
Type: DOT 3 or 4 Automotive

Valve Clearance:
Intake: 0.15±0.02 mm (cold)
Exhaust: 0.20±0.02 mm (cold)

Engine Oil:
API Rating: SF or SG
Type: 10w-30
Capacity: GX160 0.6l (0.63 US qt)
GX270 1.1l (1.16 US qt)

Reduction Gear Oil:
API Rating: SF or SG
Type: 10w-30
Capacity: GX160 0.5l (0.53 US qt)
GX270 0.3l (0.32 US qt)

Air Filter:
Honda GX140, 160
Part# 28938810
Honda GX270, 270
Part# 28938990
Optional K&N Filters:
GX160 Part #SP-2747
GX240 Part #SP-2748
FILTER CLEANER Part #99-0621C
FILTER OIL Part #99-0516C

Tires:
Type: Bigfoot 12x4.00-5”
Part #007880+
Bigfoot 12x4.00-5” w/tube
Part #007880COMBO

Drive Belt:
Single Seater:
Size:___________________
Part#___________________
Double Seater:
Size:___________________
Part#___________________
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B2
Unloading and Checking Contents

Unloading Truck
Most shipments come via common truck. Using
horizontal bars [A], Go-Karts are stacked 2 or 3 high
depending on shipment. A forklift is recommended for
unloading truck safely.
WARNING
To ensure safe handing and unloading of equipment,
operator must be lift truck certified.

A

Unpacking and Checking Contents
When receiving merchandise, open all boxes and examine
to ensure that all equipment is matched up with packing
slip and no damage occurred during routing. Do not sign
bill of lading until all merchandise is accurately counted.

NOTE
Note any damage or suspected damage on bill of
lading.

B3
Unpacking and Assembly

1

2
3
4

4

Carefully unwrap [A] rollbar and install into
rollbar mounting holes [B]. Note: Check seatbelt
for proper routing [C].
Tighten rollbar socket set screws [D]
Install rear Spoiler (Wing) [E] if you have Indy
bodies.
Check and fill (if needed) engine with 4-stroke
motor oil that meets or exceeds the requirements
for API service classification SF or SG. Always
check the API SERVICE label on oil container to
be sure it includes the letters SF or SG. SAE 10w30 is recommended for general, all- temperature
use. Other viscosities shown in Honda Owner’s
Manual may be used when the average
temperature in your area is within the indicated
range.
a. Be sure go kart is in a level position.
b. Remove oil filler cap/dipstick and wipe it
clean.
c. Insert filler cap/dipstick into the oil filler
neck, but do not screw in.
d. Remove cap/dipstick and read indicated oil
level.
e. If level is low, fill to top of oil filler neck
with recommended oil.
f. Reinstall oil filler cap/dipstick.
Gear Reduction Case with Automatic Centrifugal
Clutch
a. Remove oil filler cap and wipe dipstick
clean.
b. Insert dipstick into filler neck but do
not screw in.

A

B

C

D

NOTE
Running engine with a low oil level can cause
engine damage.
c. Remove cap/dipstick and read indicated oil
level.
d. If level is low, fill to upper level mark with
the same oil recommended for engine.

E

B4

Fuel
1
2

Remove filler cap and check fuel level.
Refill tank if fuel level is low. Do not fill above bottom of fuel
neck [A].
Open vent screw [B]. (If applicable)

3

Extra Capacity Fuel Tank: 2.2 gal (8.3 liters)
3.5 gal (13.2 liters)
4.75 gal (17.9 liters)

A

WARNING
B

•

Gasoline is extremely flammable and is explosive under
certain conditions.
Refuel in a well-ventilated area with engine stopped. Do not
smoke or allow flames or sparks in area where engine is
refueled or where gasoline is stored.
Do not overfill fuel tank (there should be no fuel in filler
neck). After refueling, make sure tank cap is closed properly
and securely. Be careful not to spill fuel when refueling.
Spilled fuel or fuel vapor may ignite. If any fuel is spilled,
make sure area is dry before starting engine.
Avoid repeated or prolonged contact with skin or breathing
of vapor.
KEEP OUT OF REACH OF PUBLIC.

•
•

•
•

C

NOTE
Fuel can damage paint and fiberglass. Be careful not to
spill fuel when filling. Damage caused by spilled fuel is
not covered under warranty.
•
•
•
•
•

Use unleaded gasoline with a pump octane rating of 86 or
higher.
This engine is certified to operate on unleaded gasoline.
Unleaded gasoline produces fewer engine and spark plug
deposits and extends exhaust system life.
Never use stale or contaminated gasoline or premix (oil/
gasoline) mixture. Avoid getting dirt or water in fuel tank.
Remove and read WARNING tag [C].
Location of ID plate [D]. Do not remove.
FPX Anti-Spill Tip Over Cap. [E] current used cap

D
E
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Fuel Tanks & Caps

Fuel Tanks
1)
2)
3)
4)

Gasket
Cap, Fuel
Vent
Tank, Fuel 2.2

5) Tank, Fuel 3.3
6) Tank, Fuel 3.5
7) Tank, Fuel 4.75
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Check List
CUSTOMER INFORMATION
CHECK

CUSTOMER
FAMILIARIZATION

Have you received the following, if not please
call 800-854-3140 or 503-304-8899.

Inspection procedures that should be
performed before operating.

o Copies of all available safety brochures

o Engine Oil -- check level, check for leaks
o Reduction Oil -- check level, check for

o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

with the importance of reading and
becoming familiar with information they
contain.
An owner's manual,service manual, service
videos and explanation of their contents.
Explaining the importance of safe
operation and the benefits of receiving
professional training
A review of all warning labels and their
importance to the operator and/or driver
A copy of the warranty policy and review
of required maintenance schedule
A list of trade organizations
A list of J&J's chain of command
Engine service manual
A copy of accessories and parts cataloge
Weekend service questions phone number

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

leaks
Air Cleaner -- check tightness, clean
Fuel tank & lines -- check level, check for
leaks
Axle -- check tightness, check setscrews
Steering -- check for smooth operation
from full left to full right.
Drive belts -- check adjustment
Lug nuts -- check tightness
Misc. nuts & bolts -- check tightness
Brakes -- check operation
Seatbelt -- check operation
Starter rope -- check operation
Tires -- check condition and air pressure
Throttle -- check for smooth operation
Engine stop switch -- check for proper
function
Remote shut off system -- check for proper
function (if applicable)

Comments:___________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________________________
________________
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BUMPER RAIL
Table of Contents
EXPLODED VIEW (DOUBLE)

C2

EXPLODED VIEW (SINGLE )

C3

BUMPER RAIL INSTALLATION

C4

NERF BAR

C6

C2
Exploded View

1

RAIL, FRONT

2

RAIL, REAR

3

D-RUBBER, 3"

4

D-RUBBER, 4"

5

RAIL, SIDE

6

BOLT, 5/16 X1
3/4" F/H
SOCKET

7

BOLT, 5/16 X 2" F/
H SOCKET

8

PLATE, 3" OUTER

9

NUT, 5/16 N/C
NYLOCK

10

PLATE, 3" OUTER

12

WASHER, 5/16 FLAT

14

PLATE, 4"
OUTER

15

PLATE, 4" INNER

18

ANGLE, REAR

19

ANGLE, W/
GUSSET

11A BOLT, 5/16 X 1
1 3/4" NC
16

ANGLE,
SHORT

11B BOLT, 5/16 X 1
1/2" NC
17

ANGLE, FRONT

C3
Bumper And Frame (Single And Double Wide)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Double Wide
Guard, Bumper “Nerf Bar”
Bumper, Front
Bumper Wrap, 3” x 120” x 1/4 UMHW
Bolt, 5/16-18 Z FHSC
Plate, 3” Inner or Outer
Nut, 5/16-18 Z Nylock
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1 3/4 B5-Z HCS
Washer, 5/16 Z Flat
Angle w/Gusset, Master Cyl. (3”)
Bumper, Side
Rubber, “A” Style 3 x 3 3/4 x 3 3/4
Frame, Double Wide Standard
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1 3/4 B5-Z HCS
Angle, Rear Bolt-On Double Kart
Bumper, Rear (DBL)
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1 3/4 Z FHSC

Single Wide
Guard, Bumper “Nerf Bar”
Bumper, Front
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 2
Plate, 3” Inner or Outer
Nut, 5/16-18 Z Nylock
Rubber, “A” Style 3 x 3-3/4 x 3-3/4”
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 2
Washer, 5/16 Z Flat
Angle E/Gusset, Master Cly.(3”)
Bumper
Frame, Single Wide Standard Kart
Bumper, Rear
Angle, Rear Single/Front Double
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1 3/4 B5-Z HCS
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1 3/4 Z FHSC

C4
Bumper Rail Installation

Inspection
Inspect bumper rail daily for cracks, missing hardware, sagging or ripped D-rubber. Replace
components as needed. Do Not Weld Rail.
Year and model of kart determines which type of bumper rail used.

Installation
A bumper rail consists of 3" or 4" D-rubbers, Inner and Outer D-rubber plates, 5/16 Flat head socket
bolts, 5/16 x 1 1/2" bolts, 5/16 Flat washers, 5/16 nylock nuts and rail halves.
•
•

Place D-Rubber against frame and attach with a 5/16" bolt [A],
5/16 flat washer, 5/16 nylock nut and Inner Plate [B]. Finger tight
only.
Repeat procedure for all D-Rubbers.

A

B

•

Hold bumper rail against D-Rubbers and line up holes [E] and
[D].

•

Insert 5/16 Flat head socket bolt into hole [D].

C

E
D

•
•
•
•
•

While holding socket bolt install Outer plate [F].
Fasten 5/16 Flat washer and 5/16 Nylock nut to bolt.
Install all bolt plates & nuts loosely before attempting to tighten.
Tighten evenly.
Install Outer reinforcing plates.
Using a rubber hammer, make sure D-Rubber is level with frame
and rail.

F

C5
Bumper Rail Installation

•

Front and back sections of kart have an extra rail piece.
Make sure holes are lined up before inserting 5/16 socket
head bolt.

NOTE
Length of bolt will vary according to single or double thickness of
bumper.

•

•

A

Some sections of bumper rail may need a C-clamp [B] to
help hold A-rubber and rail together. This will make
inserting bolt thru rail easier.

B

Tighten all bolts after all D-rubber are level.
C

NOTE
Do not over tighten D-Rubber. If D-Rubber looks like a smashed
peanut butter sandwich, it's too tight.

•

Not all D-rubber [D] will mount to rail (see picture right).
D

C6
Nerf Bar

Have you ever had to repair a go-kart body because your
go-kart went under the track rail. Luckily, the cure is simple. Installing the optional “Nerf Bar” not only protects
them from going under track rails, it improves your ability
to back up or slide them when they get turned around.
Made out of High Tolerance Tubing that's mig welded and
powder coated for long life. To add stiffness to the “Nerf
Bar”, it mounts to the frame in four points. Price is a good
deal less than you would have to pay for a new $400-$700
body ouch!! With the “Nerf Bar” in place, body damage
caused by kart diving under the rail is a thing of the past.

Call J&J for more information (800)304-8899

D

STEERING
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EXPLODED VIEW

D2

WHEEL ALIGNMENT

D3
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D5

U-JOINT BEARING REMOVAL

D6

STEERING WHEEL REMOVAL &
INSTALLATION

D7

D2
Exploded View

Steering Components- ( 1999-presents )

Steering Components

1)Rod End, 3/8” Male stud (Left Hand Thread)
1a)Rod End, 3/8” Male Stud (Right Hand Thread)
1b) Screw, 10-32 x 1/2 Flat Head
2) Tie Rod, 11” Left/Right
2)Tie Rod, 16” Left/Right
3) Steering Shaft Assy, 3/4” Dia. W/Split Bushing & Sleeve
3) Bushing, Steering Shaft UHMW 3/4” Dia. “Pair” (Split Sty)
4) Nut, 3/8-24 Left-Hand Z Hex
5) Washer, 1/4 Z Lock
6) Cover, Steering
7) Sleeve, Steering Shaft (3/4” Steering Shaft)
8) Nut, 1/4-20 Z Nylock
9) Screw, 8 x 1-1/2 P/P/H S/M/S Zinc
10) Steering Wheel, Round 10”
11) Pad, Steering Wheel (Round) Formed
12) Pad, Steering Wheel (Butterfly) Formed
13) Bolt, 1/4-20 x 1 B5-Z
14) Steering Wheel, Butterfly
15) Steering, Column Bolt In (Sgl/Dbl)
16) Bolt, 1/4-20 x 1 B5-Z
17) Tie Rod, 11” Left/Right

D3
Wheel Alignment

Front End Alignment

Item

Alignment should only be performed after it has been Toe-in:
verified that all parts of steering system are in good
Caster:
operational condition. Tires must be inflated to correct
pressure and test surface must be level and horizontal.

Standard

Service

0"~1/8"

1/4"

Adjustable 0°
~14°

N/A
---

Toe
Toe is amount measured in a fraction of an inch that
front wheels are closer together at one end than the
other.
♦ Toe-in means that front wheels are closer together at
front of tire than at rear.
♦ Toe-out means rear of tires are closer together than
front.
•

Toe can be determined by measuring distance
between centers of tire, at front of tire and rear. If
tire tread makes this impossible, you can measure
between hub edges.

A

FRONT
B-A=Toe- in

B

•

Using a C-clamp [A] and two D-rubber plates [B],
lock C-clamp down to locate proper center position
of steering wheel.

A
B

D4
Wheel Alignment
•
•

Place straight edge [B] across hub flange.
Using a tape measure [A] measure frame rail to
strait edge [C] distance.
A

C
B

•
•

Measure straight edge to frame rail [D] distance.
Subtracting [C] measurement from [D]
measurement equals Toe- in.

D

•
•
•
•

If measurement is not within specifications, loosen
the four retaining lock nuts [G] on tie rods [F].
Remove studded rod ends from spindles.
(Note: If you have newer tie rods (post 97), you do
not need to remove rod ends to adjust.)
Turn left and right rods ends EQUAL amounts until
measurements are within specifications.
Tighten lock nuts and fasten rod ends [H] into
spindles and then recheck measurements. Check to
see that steering wheel is still in proper position.

E

G
F

Use Box End of Wrench

H

D5
Caster Adjustment

Caster
Caster is tilt of the front steering axis either forward or
backward away from front of Go-Kart.
•
•

A

Fig. 1

If caster is found to be out of tolerance with
specifications, it may be adjusted by loosing four
bolts [A].
Twist spindle mount forward [Fig. 1] or backward
[Fig. 2] to adjust.
Fig. 2

NOTE
Zero degree caster [Fig. 1] are usually one wheel drive
(flat steering, no caster)
Zero to 14 degree caster settings [Fig. 2] are usually
two wheel drive.

A

D6
Spindle U-Joint

NOTE
Tool manufacturers (such as Snap-On Tools) offer a c-clamp
type U-joint removal and installation tool that makes easy work
of this procedure.

U-Joint Bearing Removal
A

•
•
•
•
•

Remove spindle mount from frame.
Remove lockrings [A] from bearings.
Position yoke on vise jaws. Using a bearing remover
and a hammer, gently tap remover until bearing is
driven out of the yoke about 1/2".
Place tool in vise or press and drive yoke away from
tool until beairng is removed.
Check for worn or damaged parts. Inspect bearing
journal surfaces for wear.

Bearing Installation
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Install bearing cups.
Grease bearings.
Position spider in yoke.
Start bearings in yoke and then press into place, using
a vise or press.
Repeat last step for other bearing.
Check U-joint assembly for smooth operation.
Make sure lock rings are seated properly in spindle
mount groves.

D7
Steering Wheel

Steering Wheel Removal
•
•

Using a 7/16 socket, remove (butterfly steering
wheel pad) [E] three (round steering wheel) #8 x 1
1/2" HX Screws [A].
Remove three 1/4-20 x 1/2" HX Head Bolts [B] that
hold steering wheel [C] on steering shaft [D].

A

B

E

D

C

E

HUBS
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E3
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BEARING INSTALLATION & REMOVAL
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WHEEL STUDS INSTALLATION &
REMOVAL
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WHEEL BEARING PACKING
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Exploded View

4

BEARING, SEALED 4A SPACER, INNER
FRONT HUB
BEARING

21A STUD, LUG 5/16
FINE
(PRESS IN STYLE)

21B STUD, ALLEN
BOLT
(SCREW IN TYPE)

5

HUB, FRONT

7

NUT, NF 3/4 STEEL
LOCK

9

SPACER, FRONT HUB

22 NUT, LUG 5/16 FINE

FLOATER
1
2
3
4

5

STANDARD
6

7
8
9

9B
1

BEARING,
FLOATER HUB

2

SPACER, FLOATER
HUB INNER

3

HUB, FLOATER

6

HUB, REAR

7

WASHER, 3/ LOCK
WASHER

8

NUT, LUG 5/16 FINE

4

BEARING,
FLOATER HUB

5

BOLT, 3/8-24x1

E3

Rear Hub Installation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Axle should be straight and free of burrs.
Install 1/4" key into machined keyway. Make sure key is
cut to full length of key slot.
Apply a dab anti seize to axle and slide rear hub [A] onto
axle.
Install 3/4 lock washer [B].
Install 3/4 NF HX NUT [C] and torque to 50 FT. LBS.
(175 FT.LBS. DRIVE HUB ONLY )
Apply one drop of Loctite® Blue to each 3/8 x 1/2" socket
set screws [D] and install into hub. Torque to 20 FT. LBS.

A

B

D

C

E4
Hubs

Front Hub Installation
•

Install spacer [E] onto spindle (Note: spacer is not
used on post 1997 karts). Make certain chamfer of
spacer faces toward kart frame

E

CHAMPHER

•

Install front hub [F] with studs facing out.

•
•

Install 3/4 NF HEX nut and torque to 50 FT. LBS.
Make sure hub turns freely.

F

E5
Bearing Installation

Bearing Installation
•
•
•
•
•
•

Before installing wheel bearings, blow any dirt or foreign
particles out of hub with compressed air to prevent
contamination of bearings.
Replace bearings with new ones, never reuse bearings
that have been removed..
Lubricate and install using an appropriate bearing driver.
Press one side in [A] until it stops.
Install inner beairng spacer [B].
Turn hub over and press in second bearing until it stops.
A

Inspection
•

Spin bearings by hand to check its condition. If it is
noisy, does not spin smoothly or has any rough spots, it
must be replaced.

B

Removal
•

Remove hub bearings by tapping evenly around bearing
inner race as shown.
A Bar
B Inner Spacer
C Hub Bearing

E6
Wheel Studs

Stud Installation (Threaded Type)
•
•

Apply a small amount of Loctite® Red [A] to threads of
wheel stud approximately 1/4 inch form bolt head [B].
Using a allen wrench, install stud into hub and tighten.

B

A

Stud Removal (Threaded Type)
•
•
•
•

A

Using a hacksaw, cut off damaged studs.
Deburr cut edges with a file.
To release studs, use an acetylene or propane torch and heat
up area around stud.
Remove stud with a 5/16 allen wrench. Clean hole with a
3/8-24 tap before installing new stud.

Stud Installation (Press In Type)
•
•

Insert stud [C] into hub.
Press stud into hub using a hydraulic press [D].

C

Stud Removal (Press In Type)
•

Remove stud in reverse order of installation.

D

E7

Wheel Bearing Packing (Tapered Bearings Only)
•

•

•

•

•

Begin by removing the dust cap, cotter pin and castle nut set aside the
castle nut and dust cap. Throw away the cotter pin, it will not be reused.

Remove the rear seal, wipe off the excess grease from the Wheel
Bearings as well as the Hub Assembly. (do not use solvent to clean the
Bearings) Inspect the Wheel Bearings and the Bearing Races for pitting
or excess wear and replace as needed

Pack Wheel Bearings with Wheel Bearing Grease either by hand or
with Wheel Bearing packing tool. Put a film of grease on the Both
Wheel Bearing Races and on the Spindle shaft.

Install rear Wheel Bearing and rear Wheel Bearing Seal. Use a wheel
bearing seal to avoid from damaging seal.

Put a light film of grease around the rubber on the Grease Seal to keep
it from tearing during installation.

E8
Tapered Wheel Bearings

•

•

•

Install the front Wheel Bearing and castle nut, torque the castle nut to 15
ft. lbs to seat the Wheel Bearings properly. Then loosen the castle nut to
finger tight and rotate the Hub Assembly the hub should rotate freely.
Line up the hole for the cotter pin through the castle nut and double
check that the Hub Assembly rotates freely and has no play no the
Spindle.

Using a drift punch, tap the head of the cotter pin down into the castle
nut. When complete the head of the cotter pin should be crushed just
slightly.

Fold the front half of the cotter pin over the Spindle and cut of the back
half with a pair of cutter (as seen in the picture) Re-install the dust cover.

F

WHEEL & TIRES
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TIRE ROTATION

F7
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Exploded View

1

RIM HALF
(MALE)

2

RIM HALF
(FEMALE)

6

3/8 LOCK
WASHER

7

3/8 NC HEX NUT 8A STUD, PRESS IN TYPE
5/16

3

TUBE, 5" BENT STEM

4A CHENG SHIN
RECAP 4.10 X
3.50 - 5"
8B STUD, SCREW
IN TYPE 5/16

4B POWER MASTER 12 X
4.00 - 5"

F3

Item
Tire:
• Size
Make
Tube:
• Size
• Make
Wheels (Rims):
• Size
• Type
• Coating

Standard

Service Limit

12 x 4.00 - 5
Power Master or Bigfoot
Tube Type, 4 P.R.
4.10 / 3.50 - 5 or 3.40 / 3.00 - 5
Cheng Shin or Similar
Bent Stem
5"
Steel, 4 Lug
Zinc
(Option: Electrostatic Powder Coated)

Tire Pressure:
• Front
• Rear
Specifications subject to change without notice.

45 psi
45 psi

Min. 40 psi/Max. 50 psi
Min. 40 psi/Max. 50 psi

F4
Wheels
Wheel Removal
•

Use a jack [A] under the frame so that front or
rear wheels are off the ground.

A

WARNING
Use extreme caution when changing a tire.
Use a level place to jack up a go-kart for tire
changing. Make sure jack is properly secured.
Avoid the possibility of injury. NEVER get
under a go-kart when it is supported only by a
jack.

•
•

Using a 1/2" deep socket for 5/16” lug nuts and
9/16” deep socket for 3/8” lug nuts, remove lug
nuts [B], and pull wheel assembly off hub.
Place tire on a flat surface and remove valve core
[C] to release air.
B

WARNING
Release air pressure completely prior to
removal of rim bolts. Failure to do so can result
in serious injury.
•

Break tire sidewall away from rim by pressing on
sidewall.

NOTE
When installing lug nuts make sure beveled side
goes toward wheel

C

F5

•

•

D

Remove 3/8 nuts [D] and 3/8 lock washer [F].

Remove 3/8" x 3/4" bolts [E].

F

•

Pull rim halfs out away from tire [F].

F

•

Pull tube out of tire [G].

G

Installation Notes
•
•
•

Installation is performed in the reverse order for
removal.
Partially inflating tube when assembling rim halfs
will help prevent pinching.
Lubricate tire beads and rim flanges on both sides
with soap and water or a tire rubber lubricant.
This will help tire beads slip on rim flanges.

CAUTION
Never lubricate with engine
oil, WD40 or gasoline.

F6
Wheel
Inspection
If a tire is properly inflated and aligned, it should wear
evenly across the tread. A tire should be replaced if it has
worn abnormally or if the tire is showing white wear
marks (Retread & Bigfoot Tires Only). If ply cords are
allowed to show before the tire is removed, you run a high
risk of blowing the tire and damaging tire and rim.
WARNING
Poorly maintained and improperly used tires are
dangerous.

Trouble Shooting Your Tires
Under-Inflation tires can cause:
• Too much flexing
• Too much heat
• Tire overloading
• Poor wear
• Poor handling
• Rim Breakage
• Drive Pulley Breakage
• Hub Breakage
• Tube Failure
Over-Inflated tires can cause:
• Uneven tire wear
• Poor handling
• Rough ride
• Needless damage from track hazards

How to Check
•
•

Use a quality gauge to check tire pressure. Simply
looking at the tires will not tell you the pressure. (see
specifications)
Tires have valve caps [A]. Be sure to put them back
on. They help prevent leaks by keeping out dirt and
moisture.

A

F7

Tire Inspection and Rotation
Front and rear tires perform different jobs and can wear
differently depending on your type of track. For longer
tire life, inspect and rotate every two weeks or 200 hours
of operation. See Fig.1.

ACCEPTABLE ROTATION PATTERNS
LF

RF

LF

RF

LR

RR

LR

RR

When It’s Time for New Tires
You need a new tire if:
• You can see the white wear indicator anyplace
around the tire or wear indicator bars on Power
Master or Bigfoot tires are not showing..
• You can see cord of fabric showing.
• The sidewall is cracked, cut or snagged deep enough
to show cord of fabric.
• The tire has a bump, bulge or split.
• The tire has a puncture, cut or other damage.
• Wear lines are worn down past last line.

Wheel Replacement
•

Replace any wheel that is bent, cracked or badly
rusted. If wheel nuts loosen frequently, the wheel,
wheel bolts and nuts should be replaced.

•

Each new wheel should have same diameter, width,
offset and be mounted as the one it replaces.

•

If you need to replace any of your wheels, wheel
bolts or wheel nuts, replace them only with new J&J
original equipment parts. This will prevent a
mismatch of parts and will be sure to have the right
wheel, wheel bolts and wheel nuts for your J&J Kart.

Fig. 1

F8
Wheel
Wheel Installation Notes
•
•

•
•

E

Torque lug nuts [A] to 35 FT. LBS.
Wheel halves are two pieces, 1 side has a valve
stem hole (female) [E] and the other has no valve
hole (male) [F]. Do not use 2 female or 2 male
wheel halves.
Partially inflate tube before complete tightening of
rim halves, this will help to avoid pinching tube.
Check wheel bolt, nuts, lug studs, lug nuts daily.

F
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Exploded View

1

PEDAL, GAS
(SGL)

5

WASHER, 1/4"
FLAT

2A

ROD, THROTTLE
(60 1/2)

2B

ROD, THROTTLE
FLOATER HUB STYLE

3

NUT, 1//4"
NYLOCK NC

4

SPRING, THROTTLE
ROD 1 1/2"

ROD END,
5/16" (F)

9

WASHER, 5/16" FLAT

6

SPLIT COLLAR, 1/4"

7

NYLINER BEARING,
(8LI-FF)

8

10 WASHER, 5/16"
LOCK

11

BOLT, 5/16" X 1" NF

12

NUT, 3/8" NYLOCK NC

13 SLEEVE, PEDAL

14 BOLT, 3/8" X 4" NC

15 SPRING,
PEDAL 7"

16

NUT, 1/4" NF

17

NUT, 1/4" NYLOCK NC

18 ROD END,
1/4" (F)

19 WASHER, 3/16" FLAT

20 BOLT, 1/4" X 1" 21A ARM THROTTLE,
NC
5.5 HP

21B ARM THROTTLE, 8.0
HP

22 WASHER, 5/16"
FLAT

G3
Throttle Components

Double Wide
1) Bolt, 5/16-24 x 3/4
2) Nut, 6mm Nylock SS
3) Throttle Cable
4) Spring, Throttle Cable Override
5) Bolt, 6 x 20mm S/S BM
6) Nut, 3/8-16 Nylock
7) Spring, Pedal 7”
8) Pedal, Gas (Double)
9) Sleeve, Pedal
10) Bolt, 3/8-16 x 4 HCS Z 5

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)

Single Wide
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 3 1/2
Nut, 6mm Nylock
Washer, #12 Z Flat
Throttle Cable
Spring, Throttle Cable Override
Nut, 5/16-18 Z Hex
Washer, 1/4 Z Flat
Nut, 3/8-16 Nylock
Nut, 5-16-18 Z Nylock
Spring, Pedal 7”
Bolt, 6 x 20mm S/S BM
Pedal (Single)
Sleeve, Pedal
Bolt, 3/8-16 x 4 HCS Z 5

G4

Item
Throttle Pedal Adjustment:
• Pedal play

Standard

Service Limit

Adjustable .50
(12 mm)

-----

15-18 mph
(24-29 kph)

18 mph max.
(29 kph) max.

3,850 ± 150 rpm
1,400 ± 150 rpm

-----

Unleaded
86 or higher
(see Honda Owner's
Manual)

-------

Go Kart Designed Speed:
Engine Speed (Honda GX):
• Maximum speed
Fuel:
• Type

•
•

Pump octane rating
Oxygenated fuels

Specifications subject to change without notice.

1

PEDAL, DBL

2

SLEEVE, PEDAL

3

BOLT, 3/8 X 4" NC

4

NUT, 3/8" NYLOCK
NC

5

SPRING, PEDAL 7"

6

NUT, 5/16" NC

7

ROD END,
5/16" (F)

8

WASHER, 1/4" FLAT

9

SPRING,
THROTTLE ROD 1
1/2"

10 NUT, 1/4" NF HX

11 SPLIT
COLLAR, 1/4"

12 THROTTLE
ROD, 46 1/4"
DBL

13

NYLINER BEARING, 10
L I-FF

14

NUT, 1/4 NYLOCK
NF

15 ROD END, 1//4" (F)

16 WASHER, 1/4"
FLAT

17 BOLT, 1/4 X 1
1/4" NC

18

NUT, 1/4" NYLOCK NC

19

THROTTLE BAR,
CROSS FRAME

20 NYLINER BEARING,
6L2-FF

21 SPLIT
COLLAR, 1/2"

22 ALLTHREAD,
1/4 X 36" (V-7)

23A ARM THROTTLE, 5.5
HP

23B ARM THROTTLE,
8.0 HP

24 WASHER, 3/8"

G5
Adjusting Speed

Adjusting Speed
Adjusting speed is done by adjusting bolt [A] which
provides stop for throttle arm. Speed can be set three
different ways:
B

NOTE
J&J go karts are designed to operate at top speeds
ranging from 15-18 MPH.

A

Method 1 Set one go-kart at a safe speed for your
track. Another driver can follow you in second gokart. Adjust second go-kart speed as needed to
maintain an equal speed with first.
Method 2 Raise rear tires off pavement using a block
or stand. Hold wireless tachometer near (1" to 2")
from spark plug lead, depress throttle pedal
completely and measure RPM. Loosen jam nut [B]
and adjust bolt [A] clockwise to increase speed, or
counterclockwise to decrease speed. Once you have
determined a safe operating speed (see chart), lock
down jam nut and check RPM reading. This is the
RPM that you will use on the rest of your fleet.
Method 3 The most accurate way to set speeds is with
the Ametek Gauge 1726 [C]. This hand-held digital
tachometer measures wheel speed and converts
revolutions to MPH. Raise rear wheels and depress
accelerator fully to the stop. Hold the tip against the
rotating drive wheel to read MPH. Repeat this
procedure for all karts and speeds will be set
WARNING
Every track is considered a proto type (one of
a kind). No two track types or surfaces are the
same. Speed of karts should be determined
by the track designer or owner/operator.

WARNING
Brace front of go-kart against a
solid surface (such as a concrete
wall) so there is no chance of gokart falling off block.
C

G6

L

LUBRICATION POINTS

Gas Pedal Pivot
L

L

Throttle Rod Pivots

L

Throttle Arm Pivot

L

G7
Lubrication Points

Engine Arm Pivot
L

L

Throttle Joints
Double & Thunder Bolt
L

G8
Cable Lubrication
•

Remove throttle cable from throttle assembly

•

Move throttle adjuster over to expose the end
of the cable.
With luber adjuster all the way open slide it
on till cable bottoms out.

•

•

Before tightening clamp on luber make sure
that cable is center in tool.

•
•

Insert cable lube spout into tool.
Lube until clean fluid is push through complete cable.

G9
Cable Adjustment
•

Adjust cable at pedal end until adjusters
thread is showing approximately 1/8th of
thread.

1/8th thread

•
•
•
•

•
•
•

Slide throttle end over throttle assembly and
install the crimp nut. Be careful not to over
tighten nut.
With adjuster nut back off install adjuster into
mount.
Pull back on the adjuster till throttle starts to
activate. At the point of engagement back
adjuster nut off till throttle is not activated.
Tighten lock nut.

Have someone depress the gas pedal to check
for full throttle range.
Make sure that the throttle stop bottoms on
max. rpm adjuster.
Start motor and check for smooth operation
and proper idle speed.

Throttle stop
Adjuster bolt
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AXLE
Table of Contents
EXPLODED VIEW

H2

SPECIFICATIONS

H4

AXLE REMOVAL

H5

AXLE INSTALL
SLEEVE-LOCK RING STYLE AXLE
BEARING

H8
H10

H2
Exploded View
1

2
4

5

3

1 1/4” One Wheel,
Cog Drive
Axle Shown in Picture

7c

7a/b
7e
6
7d

8
5
6

9

11
12
6
10

13
14
1

Nut, 3/4-16 Jam

2

Washer, Floater
Hub

3

Floater Hub

4

Disc, Brake

6

Bearing, Axle

7

Bolt

8

Spit Collar

9

Axle

10

Key Stock, 1/4

11

Drive Pulley

12

Hub

13

Locke Washer

14

Nut, 3/4-16

Specifications
Type: SWD
Single
Double
Diameter: 1 1/4"
Length: 36.625"
45.625"
Type: TWD
Single
Double
Diameter: 1 1/4"
Length: 36.625"
45.625"

H3
Axle– Single Wheel Drive ( Floater)

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)

Nut, 3/4-16 Nylock Jam
Washer, Axle Cupped-Acroloy
Floater Hub
Disc, Brake . 190 x 7.500 inch
Bolt, 7/16-14 x 2 YZ8 HCS
Bearing, Axle 1-1/4” S
Washer, 3/8 Z Flat
Nut, 7/16-14 Z Nylock
Split Collar, 1 1/4 (2 Piece)
Bolt, Hub
Disc, Brake . 190 x 7.500 inch 410 Stainless Steel
Hub, Brake 1-1/4 (Alum)
Key Stock, 1/4 x 12”
Guard, Cog Pulley Skid
Bolt, 1/4 Z Lock
Hub, Cog 1 1/4 ( Clamp On Style)
Pulley, Cog
Washer, 1/4 Z Lock
Nut, 1/4-28 Z Hex
Washer, Lock
Nut, Axle
Bolt, 3/8-24 x 1
Hub, Rear Bare 1 1/4 Bore 3/8 Stud 4 Lug

H4
Axle Removal
Axle Removal
•
•
•
•

Remove body (see BODY section).
Remove engine (see ENGINE section).
Loosen wheel lug nuts and axle hub nuts.
Raise rear of the Go-Kart and support it securely by
using jackstands.
A

WARNING
Be sure Go-Kart is securely supported. You could be
badly injured.

•
•
•

•

Remove wheels (see WHEELS & TIRE section).
Remove left rear hub. If you have a 2 wheel drive (live
axle) model, remove both rear hubs.
Using 11/16 wrench and 5/8 wrench remove the two
bolts [A] attaching brake mounting bracket [B] and axle
bearing [C] to the frame.

C
B

A

Remove caliper assembly [D].

D

•

Remove axle nut and spacer [E] using 1 1/8 socket.
(One wheel drive only)

Note: Our dedication to constant development
necessitates that descriptions and specifications
are subject to change without notice.

E

H5
Axle Removal
•

Remove floater hub nut and washer [A].

A

D

•

Remove floater hub [D].

H6
Axle Removal

•

Using a 5/8 socket and a 11/16 wrench or socket,
remove two bolts attaching pulley skid plate [A] and
axle bearing [B] to frame.

B

A

C

•
•

Loosen Split collars [C].
Remove axle from frame.

H7
Axle Removal
•

Remove split collars [A].

A

•

Using a 1/8 allen wrench, remove 1/4-20 x 1/2" socket
set screw [B].
B

•
•

Using a 1/4 allen wrench, remove the 5/15 x 1 1/4 allen
bolt.
Loosen disc (rotor) mounting bolts [C].

C

•

Insert a flat tip screw driver [D] into brake hub slot [E]
and lightly pry. This will loosen hub and allow easy
removal.

•

Installation is performed in reverse order of removal.
Make sure axle is straight and free of burrs. Check
chart for torque specifications.

D

H8

•

Loosely assemble axle: From right side; left
disk, split collar, bearing, disk, spacer, lock
nut (use new nut) From left side; center bearing, split collar, bearing.
Use blue loc-tite on all clamping
bolts.

•
•
•
•
•

Make sure that floater hub is slide all the way
onto axle
Align axle so that there is a 1-1/2” between
the frame and the inside edge of disk.
Slide bearing up against frame
Tighten split collar
Tighten set screws on bearing
Proper procedure to tighten set
screws is to tighten then loosen and
then torque tight

•

Install calipers

•
•

Align left disk with center of caliper
Tighten pinch bolts

H9

•
•

Install pulley guard and bearing
Tighten set screws

•

Tighten center bearing and its set screws

•

Torque floater hub to 45 Ft. LBS.

Using a 1-1/4 open end wrench and locking it
onto axle were the excess of the key stock is
showing will help lock axle into place

.

H10
Sleeve-Lock Ring Style Axle Bearing
1
Lock axle in place by inserting a metal rod thru hole in brake rotor.
This will lock axle in both directions. ( Fig 1)

2
The sleeve on the tapered end of the bearing needs to be set first.
Use a large flat screw driver and light hammer to tap the sleeve.
3 to 5 taps should do it. (Figure2)

3
Use the spanner wrench ( part # 1-60-0193 ) to tighten the sleeve nut.
(Figure 3)
Once tightened , tap the bearing another 3 to 5 times.
Re-tighten the sleeve nut with the spanner wrench. (A)
Place a 3/8” drive torque wrench into the hole on the spanner wrench.
Torque to 40ft lbs. (B)

A
B

4
Once the nut is tightened , punch down one of the teeth on the nut
washer to lock the sleeve bearing nut. (Figure 4)
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ENGINE
Table of Contents
EXPLODED VIEW

I2

ENGINE REMOVAL & INSTALLATION

I4

KILL SWITCH INSTALLATION

I6

TINY-TACH INSTALLATION

I7

I2
Exploded View

See Bulletin: Fuel Tank, Heat Shield

Mounting Locations

1

BRACKET,
KILL SWITCH

2

KILL SWITCH

3

BRACKET, PULL ROPE
(91-93)

6A BOLT, 5/16 X 1
1/2" NC (5.5HP)

6B BOLT, 3/8 X 1 1/2" 7A WASHER, 5/16 FLAT
NC (8.0HP)
(5.5HP)

8B NUT, 3/8
NYLOCK
(8.0HP)

9

MOUNT, ENGINE

13

GASKET,
15 WASHER, 1/4
KELCH SCREW
FLAT (5.5HP)
VENT TYPE

19

NUT, 10-24
NYLOCK

4

EYE BOLT

7B

WASHER, 3/8
FLAT (8.0HP)

11 FUEL TANK, 5.5HP

12A FUEL CAP,
SCREW VENT

16 BOLT, 1/4 X 1" NC
(5.5HP)

17

METER, TINYTACH

5
8A

NUT, 1/4 NYLOCK NC
NUT, 5/15 NYLOCK
(5.5HP)

12B FUEL CAP, TIPS

18

SCREW, 10-24 X 3/4"
PAN HEAD

I3
Anti- Vibration Grabber

Used on current karts
(as of 2008)

I4
Motor mount adjuster plate, Retrofit bolt on with grabber plate.

Installation Instructions

Figure (A)
J & J part numbers.
(1) 1-70-0134 Frame, Plate Motor Mount Hold Down (Bolt On)
(2) 1-70-0135 Frame, Plate Motor Mount Grabber (Bolt On)
(3) 1-70-A0011 Assembly (includes hold down plate, grabber,
mounting bolts (2) 5/16 grade 8 and washers.

Figure (B)
(1) Disconnect belt or chain.
(2) Loosen motor mount bolts.
(3) Pull engine and mounting plate to forward position, once you do
this then slide the motor adjusting plate shown in figure (1) onto
engine mounting plate shafts.
(4) Adjust your motor to the proper tension for belt or chain.
(5) Now push the motor adjusting plate up tight to the frame making
sure the grabber is on the bottom and to the rear.
(6) Tighten both bolts down.

Figure ( C )
(1) Showing the placement of the retrofit motor adjusting plate as
mounted on kart frame and the motor mount shafts, grabber is
on bottom and to the rear up against the frame.
(2) This is looking at the motor adjusting plate from the top to the
rear.

Figure ( D )
(1) Showing the placement of motor adjusting plate as seen on the
motor mount shafts, all new production karts will be assembled
with the adjusting plate.
(2) This is looking at the motor adjusting plate from the top to the
rear.

I5
Engine Removal & Installation

Engine Removal
•
•
•
•

•

Remove body (see BODY section).
Unfasten starter rope which runs from rear body support
to recoil housing.
Remove Rear Body Support.
On models equipped with FBW or Kartrol remote system,
detach encoder wire, control boxes, rollbar mounted kill
switch or brake light (if applicable). (see REMOTES
section).

A

Using a 9/16 offset ratcheting box wrench [B] remove
engine mount lockdown bolts [A].

C

B

•

•
•

Using a 3/4 socket [D] turn belt adjusting bolt [C]
clockwise until engine is all the way forward.
Note: On the F16 & F50 chassis use the reverse
direction.
Remove drive belt.
Engine now can be removed by turning belt adjusting bolt
[C] counter clockwise until engine stops moving back.
Note: On the F16 & F50 chassis use the reverse
direction.

C

D

CAUTION
Do not lift engine by fuel tank. You may pull
mounting inserts out and cause a leak.
•

Lift engine out of frame.

Engine Installation
•
•

Apply anti seize or waterproof grease [E] to engine mount
plate guide rods.
Install in reverse order for removal.

E

I6
Kill Switch Installation

Kill Switch Installation
•

A

B

Insert Honda kill switch (part#27878690) [A] into bracket
(part#010692) [B]. Make sure tab [C] on bracket lines up
with indent [D] on kill switch.

C

D

•

Using a soft head hammer [E] lightly tap kill switch into
bracket.
E

•

With kill switch in place, use a flat long needle nose pliers
[F] and bend brass grounding tab over.

F

•

Insert male wire plug [G] into hole in bracket [H].
H

G

I7
Tiny-Tach Installation

Tiny-Tach Installation
B

•

Install kill switch/hour meter bracket [A] using Shroud
Comp bolt located directly under valve cover [B]. Use a
10mm socket.
A

•

Plug kill switch wire [C] into coil secondary lead [D] from
engine.

C

D

•
•
•
•
•

Mount meter to bracket (top right picture). Using two 1024 x 1/2" flat head screws and two 10-24 nylock nuts.
Two wires came out of meter. One is white with a solder
lug attached to the end of it (ground) and the other is red
(signal pickup).
Attach white wire with solder lug to suitable engine ground
bolt or screw.
Wrap red (signal pickup) wire [E] around spark plug
primary lead 5 to 8 turns [F].
Coil up any extra length, tape or zip tie behind mounting
bracket.

Tiny-Tach Operation (part#01073)

E

F

NOTE
Documented written maintenance records should
be kept on every Go-Kart. Warranty will not be
covered if you cannot provide records. OSHA also
requires maintenance records.

When engine is started, the large 4 digit
LCD display will indicate the RPM of
engine. This is very handy to set idle
RPM and Go-Kart top speed RPM (see
THROTTLE section for more information on setting speeds). Total hours are displayed when engine is
shut off. Time accumulates only while engine is running, initially in minutes and then switching to hours
once 60 minutes is reached.
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DRIVE TRAIN
Table of Contents
EXPLODED VIEW

J2

COG DRIVE
• DRIVE PULLEY INSTALLATION
• DRIVEN PULLEY INSTALLATION
• ALIGNMENT
BELT TENSION

J3
J4
J5
J6

V-BELT DRIVE
• DRIVE PULLEY INSTALLATION
• DRIVEN PULLEY INSTALLATION
• ALIGNMENT
BELT TENSION
Chain Drive Installation

J7
J8
J9
J9
J11

J2

1
2
3

4

1

HUB, COG

2 BOLT

3

PULLEY, 80T

4 WASHER

5

BOLT

6 BOLT

1

BELT, VBELT DRIVE

2 SHEAVE, 2.65
PULLEY
(TAPER
LOCK)

3

BUSHING,
22MM
(TAPER
LOCK)

4 KEY, 7X7X33

5

SCREW,
1/4X1/2
SOCKET SET

6 BUSHING,
SDS (TAPER
LOCK)

7

SHEAVE, 9"

5
6

NOTE
Specifications subject to change without notice.
Check with J&J's service department for information
concerning updated Cog Drive systems.

J3
DRIVE CHAIN

1. Bolt, 1/4-28 x 1
HCS Z

2. Hub, Cog 1 1/4
(Clamp on Style)

3. Chain, Master
Link (Clip Style)

3a. Chain, Master
Link (Rivet Style)

4. Key, 7x7x33

5. Sprocket (Upper)

6. Chain

7. Sprocket
(Lower)

8. Nut, 1/4-28 Z
Hex

9. Washer, H.D
Steel Engine Pulley

10. Washer, 5/16 Z
Lock

11. Bolt, 8mm x
35mm - BM Tap

J4
Drive Hub
Drive Hub Installation
•

Install 7mm key [A] into PTO shaft key way.
A

•

Install Drive (upper) pulley [B] onto shaft with letters
facing towards motor.

•

Using 8mm x 35mm [C] and 5/16 lock washer [D] install
pulleyl washer [E] onto PTO shaft and torque.

B

C

D

E

J5
Cog Driven Hub (Axle)
Driven (Axle) Pulley Installation
•

Install 1/4 Key stock [A] into keyway [B].
A
B
GUARD,
PULLEY
SKID PLATE

•

Apply Loctite® Lock'n Seal (RED) to inner hub
surface [C].

C

•

Using a 1/4" Allen, loosen two 5/16 x 1 1/2 allen bolts
[D]

.

•

Slide pulley on axle and allign with drive pulley.

D

J6

Cog Belt Alignment
Cog belts are sensitive to misalignment and should not be used on
drives where misalignment is inherent to the drive operation.
Misalignment leads to inconsistent belt wear and premature
tensile failure due to unequal tensile member loading.
• There are two types of misalignment: parallel and angular (See
Fig. 3).
a Parallel misalignment is where the pulleys are parallel, but the
two sprockets lie in different planes.
b When the two shafts are not parallel, the drive is angularly
misaligned.

B

Align both pulleys using a straight edge

•

Using a
Straight Edge [B] align drive (upper) and driven (lower)
pulleys.

B

B

•
•

Tighten both allen bolts to lock down pulley.
Torque 30 FT LBS.

J7

Standard Tensioning Procedure

B

When you install a Gates Poly Chain® GT® belt, you
will want to:
a Be sure it is tensioned to prevent jumping of teeth
(ratcheting) under the most severe load conditions
which the drive will encounter during operation.
b Avoid extremely high tension which can reduce belt
life and possibly damage bearings, shafts and other
drive components.
•
•

Using a 9/16 open end wrench, loosen motor lock
down bolts [B].
Using a 3/4 socket [C] with a 12" extension [D],
adjust tension by turning motor adjusting bolt
clockwise to loosen and counterclockwise to tighten.

B

Note: Use reverse direction for F16 & F50 chassis.

C
D

•

After adjusting, make sure belt teeth [E] are fully
engaged into teeth of sprocket [F].

Make sure Drive and Driven pulleys are properly
aligned and make certain engine lock down bolts are
properly secured.

F

E

J8
Drive Hub (V-Belt)

Drive Hub Installation
•
•
•

Install 7mm key into PTO shaft key way.
Install Drive (engine) pulley onto shaft with lip facing
out.
Install a 8mm x 35mm [A] and 5/16 lock washer thru
pulley washer and torque down to PTO shaft.

A

B

•

Tighten both socket set screws [B].

C

NOTE
Square plate [C] behind pulley is part of Fly By Wire
speed pickup. Only used on FBW systems.

J9
V-Belt Tension
Driven Pulley Installation
•

•

•

•
•
•
•

Make sure tapered-cone surface [A] of bushing and
mating bore of sheave are free of all foreign substances,
such as dirt, excess paint accumulations, metal chips,
lubricants, etc.
Line up unthreaded holes [D] with threaded holes [E] and
insert cap screws [B] with lock washers engaging only 2
or 3 threads. Screw heads should be mounted outside to
enable disassembly.
With key in shaft keyway, slide the loosely-assembled
unit onto shaft and position for good belt alignment. Use
no lubricants or anti-sieze compounds on threads or
tapered surface.
Carefully tighten cap screws alternately and
progressively until tapers are seated (at approximately
half the recommended torque).
Check alignment and sheave runout (wobble) and correct
as necessary.
Continue careful alternate and progressive tightening of
cap screws to the recommended torque of 6 ft. lbs.
Tighten set screw [C].

E

A

B
D

Removal
•
•
•

Loosen and remove all mounting cap screws [B].
Insert cap screws in all threaded jack-screw holes [F].
Start with screw furthest from bushing saw slot and
tighten all jack screws alternately and progressively.
Keep turning screws in small equal amounts until the
tapered surfaces disengage.
F

C

J10
Drive Pulley Installation (V-Belt)
Alignment
•

Use a straight edge to align pulleys (see Fig. 1).

Standard Tensioning Procedure (V-Belt)
When you install a V-Belt, you will want to:
a Avoid extremely high tension which can reduce belt
life and possibly damage bearings, shafts and other
drive components.
b When installing, avoid using a prybar. Install
without forcing.
c Inspect pulleys for damage or worn grooves.
d Clean oil and grease from sheaves and remove rust
and burrs.
•
•

Using a 9/16 open end wrench, loosen motor lock
down bolts.
Using a 3/4 socket with a 12" extension, adjust
tension by turning clockwise to loosen and
counterclockwise to tighten.

NOTE
The best tension for a V-Belt drive is the lowest
tension at which the belts will not slip under the
highest load condition.

Fig. 1

J11
Chain Drive Installation

Roller Chain Adjustment
•
•

Tension adjustment procedure is same as cog belt.
1/2” of deflection is the correct tension.

Roller Chain Replacement
•

•

Due to the close spacing of the chain it complicates the chain replacement procedure. Read carefully.
Remove wheel
Loosen motor mount and slide all the way forward.
Remove Drive pulley bolt
Remove the six nuts with a 1/4”rachet 7/16 short socket on the
backside of lower sprocket assy.
Remove the six sprocket bolts.

•

Remove sprocket and chain.

•
•
•
•

K

BRAKES
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K2
Brake Components (SWD & Live Axle)

Brake Components
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)

Bolt
Lock washer
Guard, Eagle Master Cylinder
Lock washer
Nut
Gasket, Master Cylinder Cap (FPX)
Cap, FPX Master Cylinder
Master Cylinder Assy, FPX
Spring
Brake Adjuster
Pedal, Brake (Single & Double)
Fitting
Nut, 5/16-18
Washer, 1/4 Z Flat
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1
Bolt, 5/16 x 5/8 Socket Shoulder

17) Angle W/Gusset, Master Cylinder
18) Brake Line
19) Caliper, Brake “Silver FPX”
20) Washer, Spherical
21) Bracket, Caliper
22) Spacer, Dual Brake Assy
23) Nut, 1/4-20 Top Lock
24) Nut, 3/8-16 Z Flange
25) Washer, 5/16 Flat
26) Washer, 5/16 Flat
27) Bolt,
28) Washer, 5/16 Flat
29) Bolt, 3/8-16 x 4-1/4
30) Caliper, Brake “Silver FPX”
31) Disc, Brake . 190 x 7.500 inch
32) Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1

K3
Exploded

1

MASTER

2

DIAPHRAM

3

DIAPHRAM

4

CAP

5

CLIP

6

BOOT

7

NUT

8

ADJUSTER

9

BOLT

10

NUT

11

WASHER

12 BOLT

14

FITTING

3

CLIP

4

BOLT KIT

6

BLEED SCREW ASSY

8

SEAL O-RING

9

O-RING CALIPER

10

PISTON

11

BRAKE PAD

13 BRAKE LINE

K4

Item

Standard

Service Limit

Brake Pedal Adjustment:
• Pedal play

Adjustable .50
(12 mm)

---

Brake Fluid:
• Recommended disc
brake fluid

Automotive type D.O.T. 3
or D.O.T 4

---

Brake Pads:
• Lining thickness

.325 ~ .380
(8.2 mm ~ 9.6 mm)

.04
(1.0 mm)

Brake Disc (Rotor):
• Thickness

.262 ~ .298
(6.6 mm ~ 7.3 mm)

.22
(5.5 mm)

0 ~ .020
(0 ~ .508 mm)

.020 max.
(.508 mm) max.

•

Runout

Specifications subject to change without notice.

2
7

8

2
10
1

1

BRAKE LINE

2

FITTING

3

NUT

4

BOLT

5

MOUNT

6

SPACER

7

BLEED SCREW

8

BRAKE LINE

9

WASHER

10

CALIPER

2
3

5

10

6
4
9

K5
Brakes

WARNING
When working with the disc brake, observe precautions listed below.
1
2
3
4
5
6

7

8
9

Never reuse old brake fluid.
Do not use fluid from a container that has been left unsealed or that has been open for a long time.
Do not mix two types of fluid for use in the brake. This lowers brake fluid boiling point and could
cause brake to be ineffective. It may also cause rubber brake parts to deteriorate.
To avoid moisture contamination of the fluid, do not leave reservoir cap off for any length of time.
Don't change the fluid in the rain or when a strong wind is blowing.
Except for disc pads and disc, use only brake fluid, isopropyl alcohol, or ethyl alcohol for cleaning
brake parts. Do not use any other fluid for cleaning these parts. Gasoline, engine oil or any other
petroleum distillate will cause deterioration of rubber parts. Oil spilled on any part will be difficult to
wash off completely and will eventually deteriorate the rubber used in the disc brake.
When handling disc pads or disc, be careful that disc brake fluid or any oil gets on them. Clean off
any fluid or oil that inadvertently gets on pads or disc with a high flash -point solvent. Do not use
one that will leave an oily residue. Replace pads with new ones if they cannot be cleaned
satisfactorily.
Brake fluid quickly ruins painted surfaces: any spilled fluid should be completely wiped up
immediately.
If any brake line fittings or bleed valves are opened at any time, the AIR MUST BE BLED FROM THE
BRAKE.

Level Inspection
In accordance with Periodic Maintenance
Chart, inspect brake fluid level.
• Remove master cylinder cap .
• Fluid should be kept within 1/4" from top edge
[A].
Recommended Disc Brake Fluid
Type: Automotive D.O.T. 3 or D.O.T. 4

A

K6

Pedal Freeplay Adjustment

•
•

•
•

Brake pedal [E] should have (.50) or 12mm [F] of
freeplay when pedal is pushed down lightly by hand.
Using a 1/2" wrench [C], loosen adjuster locknut [A]
and turn master cylinder rod [B] clockwise to
increase freeplay and counter clockwise to lessen
freeplay.
After adjustment, tighten locknut securely.

Ruler

E

F

Check brake for solid application and no drag.

C
A

B

K7
Fluid Change

Brake Fluid Change
In accordance with Periodic Maintenance Chart, change brake fluid once a year. Brake
fluid should also be changed if it becomes contaminated with dirt or water. Furthermore, brake
fluid should be changed whenever brake line parts are removed to bleed.

WARNING
Do not mix two types of fluid. Flush brake fluid
in brake line completely. If brake fluid must be
refilled, use D.O.T 3.
B

A

Changing Fluid
1

Attach a clear plastic hose (1/8ID) [A] to bleed valve on caliper
and run the other end of hose into a container.

2

Using a 1/4" wrench [B] open bleed valve half turn
(counterclockwise to open).

NOTE
Be sure to watch fluid level in reservoir: if it is less than 1/3 full, 4 Pump brake pedal until
all fluid that comes out of
add fluid before further operation.
bleed screws becomes clear. Close bleed valve.
5

Top off reservoir with fresh specified brake fluid.

6

Install reservoir cap.

K8
Bleeding (purging air)
Bleeding Brake Line
Use standard brake bleeding procedure. The following guidelines should be practiced:
1

Master cylinder should always be flushed with clean fluid before installing. The master
cylinder can be bench bled prior to being mounted to frame. If already mounted, remove
brake line and fill reservoir about 2/3 full with D.O.T 3 or D.O.T. 4 automotive brake
fluid. Firmly push brake pedal all the way down and place a finger over master cylinder
outlet fitting. Let pedal return all the way before removing finger from outlet hole.
Repeat process until all fluid coming from outlet is bubble- free. Be sure to watch fluid
level in reservoir: if it is less than 1/3 full, add fluid before further bleeding. Temporarily
plug outlet fitting and install reservoir cap. Connect brake line being careful not to let air
into outlet fitting.

2

To bleed remainder of system: Start with caliper farthest from master cylinder. Always
bleed both bleed screws with calipers having two bleed screws. Start with outboard bleed
screws first.

3

When bleeding each fitting, attach a clear plastic tube [A] to bleed screw which bleeds into
an overflow container. Overflow hose should be submerged in fluid. This prevents any
chance of inadvertently sucking air back into system.

4

Mechanic pumping pedal should use slow but firm pedal movements. Bring pedal to solid
stop and hold. Open bleed screws [B], pedal will move to end of stroke. Close bleed
screw and return stroke of brake pedal. Repeat until clear fluid flows out of bleed screw
without air bubbles.

5

Monitor fluid level in master cylinder making sure level never
drops below 1/3 full.

•

If calipers are black, it will be necessary to unbolt caliper

A
B

NOTE
Never put drained fluid system back into master cylinder.

mount bracket and rotate it on disc (rotors) so bleed screws are
pointing straight up. Install pads and bleed in this position,
then re- mount when bleeding is completed.
WARNING
Bleed air whenever brake pedal action feels soft
or spongy, after brake fluid is changed or
whenever a brake fitting has been loosened for
any reason.

C
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Inspection

Brake Hose

•
•
•
•
•

When removing brake hose, take care not to spill brake fluid on painted parts.
When removing brake hose, temporarily secure end of brake hose to some high place to keep fluid loss
to a minimum.
Bleed brake line
after installing brake hose
(See Bleeding
Brake Line).
CAUTION
Brake fluid quickly ruins painted surfaces; any
spilled fluid should be wiped up immediately.
Brake fluid is water soluble. Use wet rags to
clean up brake fluid.

Brake Hose Inspection

•
•
•

High pressure inside brake line can cause fluid to leak or hose to burst if line is not properly maintained.
Bend and twist line while examining it.
Replace it if any cracks or bulges are noticed.

Brake Disc
Disc Inspection
Visually inspect the disc. If scratched or damaged, replace the disc.

•
•
•
•
•

Place a stand or block under Go-Kart so that rear wheel is raised off the ground.
Set up a dial gauge against the disc.
Rotate the wheel to measure disc runout. The difference between the highest and lowest dial readings is
the amount of runout.
Ιf disc runout exceeds service limit, replace disc.

Disc Runout:

Service Limit: .020 (0.508 mm)
Disc Thickness
Standard: .262 ~ .298 (6.6 mm ~ 7.3 mm)
Service Limit: .22 (5.5 mm)

K10
Brake Pad
Brake Pads Removal

•
•

•

Remove brake pad retainer clip [A].
When removing or installing pads, remove a sufficient quantity of
brake fluid from master cylinder reservoir to prevent brake fluid
from overflowing master cylinder . This is necessary as piston
must be forced back into the cylinder bore to provide sufficient
clearance to install new pads.
Remove each pad by pulling straight up.

A

Brake Pads Installation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Before pushing caliper pistons back, clean exposed portion of
piston. This will avoid damage to piston seals.
Place new pads in caliper and install retainer clip.
Refill master cylinder with fresh brake fluid.
Pump brake pedal several times to bring pads into adjustment.
Top off fluid level.
Track test.

Inspection

•
•
•

Check lining thickness and condition of pads in each
caliper.
If either pad is damaged, replace both pads in caliper
as a set.
If lining thickness [B] of either pad is less than service
limit [C], replace both pads in caliper as a set.

Lining Thickness
Standard [B]: .325~.381 (8.12 mm~9.65 mm)
Service Limit [C]: .04 (1 mm)
WARNING
If pad wear is allowed to go beyond service limit
damage to disc (rotor) will result. If disc (rotor)
is damaged it must be resurfaced or replaced.
(Check for minimum service limit).

B
C

K11
Brake Caliper

Caliper Alignment
•
•
•
•

To help the calipers line up we have used
concaved washers.
To set have A. caliper bolts loose
Have someone depress and hold the brake
pedal.
Tighten caliper mount bolts.

A

K12

Inspection (Visual Inspection)

•
•

•
•
•
•
∗

Disassemble master cylinder.
Verify that there are no scratches,
rust or pitting on inner wall of
master cylinder and on outside of
piston.
Inspect primary [E] and
secondary [F] cups.
Check for fluid leakage.

A

B

C

E

Check dust cover for damage.
Check piston return springs [G] for any damage.
Master Cylinder Rebuild Kit [A] or replace master cylinder
if any above parts do not pass inspection.

Master Cylinder Disassembly

•
•
•
•

Remove master cylinder.
Remove reservoir cap and diaphragm and pour brake fluid
into a container.
Slide dust cover off push rod and remove circlip [B].
Pull out push rod [C].

Assembly Notes

•
•
•
•

Before assembly, clean all parts including master cylinder
with brake fluid or alcohol.
Apply brake fluid to removed parts and to inner wall of
cylinder.
Take care not to scratch piston [D] or inner wall of cylinder.
Make sure cups are installed in proper direction and all parts
are in proper sequence.

D

F

G
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Trouble Shooting
Trouble Shooting Guide
Symptom
Brakes Drag

Probable Cause

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedal goes to the floor

Have too push to hard on pedal
(kart won’t stop properly)

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pedal freeplay out of adjustment

Old or inadequate fluid
Overheating from brake drag
Improper bleeding of Master cylinder
Excessive axle deflection in cornering, causing caliper piston
knock back
Bad bearings
Improper installation of rebuild parts
Insufficent fluid

Leak in system
Axle bearing and/or floater hub bearings loose or bad
Loose floater hub bearing

Caliper not mounted square to rotor
Excessive rotor run out
Oil or grease on brake linings

Frozen pistons in calipers
Old or contaminated brake fluid
Pedal freeplay out of adjustment
Brake pad worn past service limit
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SEAT BELTS
Table of Contents
EXPLODED VIEW "SGL"

L2

EXPLODED VIEW "DBL"

L3

SEAT BELT PADS

L4

L2
Exploded View Single

1

PAD, ROLLBAR 3

9

NUT, 3/8
NYLOCK NC

ROLLBAR, SGL

10 WASHER, 3/8
FLAT

4

PAD, BACK

11 BOLT, 3/8 X 1 1/2 NC

5

PAD, SEAT

OP SEAT BELT,
EXTENSION

6

SEATBELT, 4-POINT

L3
Exploded View Double

1

ROLLBAR, DBL

2

PAD, ROLLBAR

7

PAD, BACK

8

PAD, SEAT

3

SEAT BELT, 4-POINT

OP SEAT BELT, EXTENSION

5

WASHER, 5/16
FLAT

6

NUT, 5/16 NYLOCK NC

L4
Seat Belt & Pads
Seat Belt & Pads
Any seat belt not in good condition or not working properly should
be replaced. Go-Kart should not be operated if seat belt check
failed.

Lap belts bolt to floor pan of Kart in pre-drilled holes on most karts.
(Sidewinder and Viper, not shown, mount to body.)

Shoulder Belts attach to roll bars on Single Seat Karts and
Sidewinders. Double Seat Karts (not shown), the shoulder belt
attaches to the frame.

To install the pad on the harness:
Bend a small hook into a stiff wire and feed it through the pad.
Hook the wire on the Seat Belt eyelet and pull the Belt through the
pad.

TIP: A wire coat hanger can be used to pull pad. Be sure to tape
the end to keep it from tearing the inside of the pad.

Seam of the pad should be facing out and the smooth surface of the
face should be to the inside as shown.
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BODY
Table of Contents
BODY REMOVAL (Scorpion, Sidekick, Viper) M3
BODY INSTALL (Scorpion, Sidekick, Viper)

M4

DECAL INSTALLATION

M5

DECAL TYPES & LOCATIONS

M6

CLEANING BODIES

M8

M2
Eagle (Single & Double Wide , Electric )

Eagle , Electric
1) Guard, Bumper “Nerf Bar” (Single & Double)
2) Washer, 5/16 Z Flat
3) Bolt, 3/8-24 x 1 1/2 HCS
4) Fender, Eagle W/ Holes Drilled Right Front
5) Panel, Right Running Board W/ Battery Box
6) Fender, Eagle Left/Right (Rear W/ Holes Drilled)
7) Cover, Battery Box Right
8) Cover, Battery Box Left
9) Washer, #14 S/S Finish
10) Screw, 1/4-20 x 1 S/S Phil Oval
11) Nut, 3/8-24 Nylock
12) Cover, Steering (Single & Double)
13) Plate, Eagle Safety Decals
14) Panel, Left Running Board W/Battery Box
15) Fender, Eagle W/ Holes Drilled Left Front

M3
Eagle ( Single & Double Wide , Gas )

15

Eagle, Gas
1) Guard, Bumper “Nerf Bar”
2) Washer, 5/16 Z Flat
3) Bolt, 3/8-24 x 1 1/2 HCS
4) Fender, Eagle With Holes Drilled Right Front
5) Panel, Eagle Right Running Board w/throttle Mount
6) Fender, Eagle left/right (Rear With Holes Drilled )
7) Panels, Eagle Diamond Plate ( Right Side )
8) Plate, Eagle Safety Decals
9) Washer, 5/16 Z Flat
10) Cover. Steering ( Single/ Double )
11) Panels, Eagle Diamond Plate ( Left )
12) Panel, Eagle Diamond Plate Front ( Single/Double )
13) Panel, Eagle Left Running Board
14) Fender, Eagle With Holes Drilled Left Front
15) Wing, ( Single/Double )

M4
Body Removal

Scorpion
•
•
•
•

Remove the 3/4 nuts that fasten rear
of body
Un-latch front strap (inside body
behind front wheel)
Remove seat
Lift body

Sidekick, Viper
•

•
•

Remove head rest by loosening the
two set screws at base. Set head rest
assembly in seat pan area
Un-latch body strap at all four corners
Lift body
B

CAUTION
When removing go-kart body, be
careful not to scratch body on any

A

D

M5
Body Install

Scorpion
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lower body onto chassis with front
slightly higher then rear
Be careful not to tear body seals
Pull on seatbelts to make sure they are
not binded under body
Install seat base
Latch body straps
Tighten the two 3/4 inch nuts. Do not
over tighten. This will cause the rubber
grommet to expand and crack body.

Sidekick, Viper
•
•
•

Lower body onto frame
Install headrest onto chassis. Tighten
set screws
Latch body straps.
B

CAUTION
When removing go-kart body, be
careful not to scratch body on any

A

D

M6
Decal Installation

•

•

Clean kart surface with a grease cutting liquid
detergent and water (not a petroloum base
cleaner). Rinse clean with fresh water then
dry with a lint free cloth [A].

A

Using a spray bottle filled with water [B], wet
application before applying decal. This will
allow a bubble free, wrinkle free, application.

B

•

Peel backing paper [C] by edge. Be careful
not to touch vinyl adhesive [E] to application
surface until you are ready to squeegee.

C

E

M7
Decal Installation

•

Place vinyl transfer in approximate
application area. With surface wet, you can
easily line it up.

•

With your other hand, hold squeegee [A] in
such a way that you will be able to make
easy overlapping strokes. Begin in the
center, squeegee entire vinyl transfer,
working from center to outer edges to
remove all air from under vinyl.

A

•

Peel SLOWLY at a sharp 180° angle.
Watch vinyl transfer to make sure it is not
lifting from your application surface. If
vinyl appears to be lifting, gently push
application tape in opposite direction you
were pulling from and re-squeegee that
area. If after removing your application
tape, air bubbles are apparent, puncture
vinyl with a pin or needle, (Do Not Use a
knife or razor blade) and squeegee out air
towards puncture.

M8
Decal Types & Locations

•

Location of

SIDEKICK [A] OR SCORPION (not pictured) decal.

A

B

•

Location of
C

WARNING- The Engine Exhaust from this product
contains chemicals known to the State of California to
cause cancer, birth defects or other reproductive harm
[C].
• Location of

D

E

WARNING- Keep Hands And Arms In Car At All Times
[D].
• Double seater passenger hand strap [E].
•

Location of

BRAKE GAS [F] OR STOP GO (not pictured) decals.
• Location of body trim [G].

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

F
G

Location of:
WARNING
Driver must be 58 inches tall.
Shoes and shirts must be worn.
All loose clothing must be secured.
Hair longer than shoulder length must be secured above shoulder length..
Keep both hands on steering wheel and both feet in Kart at all times,
unless instructed by attendant.
One person per restraint.
Restraint must be worn at all times when in Kart.
Do not bump, skid, or slide Karts.
Riders must remain seated at all times unless instructed by attendant.
No one under the influence of drugs or alcohol is allowed to ride.
This ride is not recommended for individuals who have heart problems,
neck or back problems, or pregnant women.
Participate at your own risk.

H

M9
Decal Types & Locations
•

Location of

WARNING: CHECK AXLE, BEARINGS, BRAKE
HUB, DRIVE HUB & FLOATER HUB SET SCREWS
WEEKLY! GREASE BEARINGS MONTHLY! Failure
to follow procedures will result in damage to
components. SEE SERVICE MANUAL FOR
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

•
•
•

•

•

•

•

•
•
•

Location of:
WARNING
GASOLINE IS EXTREMELY FLAMMABLE AND IS EXPLOSIVE
UNDER CERTAIN CONDITIONS.
REFUEL IN A WELL-VENTILATED AREA WITH THE ENGINE
STOPPED. DO NOT SMOKE OR ALLOW FLAMES OR
SPARKS IN THE AREA WHERE THE ENGINE IS REFUELED
OR WHERE GASOLINE IS STORED.
DO NOT OVERFILL THE TANK (THERE SHOULD BE NO
FUEL IN THE FILLER NECK). AFTER REFUELING, MAKE
SURE THE FUEL CAP IS CLOSED SECURELY AND VENT
OPEN.
BE CAREFUL NOT TO SPILL FUEL WHEN REFUELING.
SPILLED FUEL OR FUEL VAPOR MAY IGNITE. IF ANY
FUEL IS SPILLED, MAKE SURE THE AREA IS DRY BEFORE
STARTING THE ENGINE.
NEVER REFUEL WHEN RIDERS ARE PRESENT.

Location of
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
PLEASE READ
CHECK WHEEL LUG NUTS FREQUENTLY DURING
FIRST 20 HOURS OF BREAK IN. LUG NUTS TORQUE
SPEC (35 FT.LBS.)
CHECK AND TORQUE ALL NUTS, BOLTS, ETC.

CLEAN BODY WITH MILD DETERGENT AND WATER.
USE CLEAN TOWELS ONLY.
• TIRE PRESSURE: FRONT Min. 35 psi/Max. 50 psi.
REAR Min. 35 psi/Max. 50 psi.
SEE SERVICE MANUAL FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

M10
Body Cleaning & Care
CLEANING KART BODIES
•

The best way to preserve your Go-Karts finish is to keep it clean by washing it often with
lukewarm or cold water.

•

Don’t wash your Kart in direct sunlight. Don’t use strong soaps or chemical detergents. Use
liquid hand, dish or car washing (mild detergent) soaps. Don’t use cleaning agents that contain
acid or abrasives. All cleaning agents should be flushed promptly and not allowed to dry on the
surface. Dry finish with a soft, clean chamois or a 100% cotton towel to avoid surface scratches
and water spotting.

FINISH CARE
•

Occasional waxing or mild polishing of your Karts may be necessary to remove residue from the
finish. Use approved fiberglass polish.
CAUTION
Machine compounding or aggressive
polishing on the body may dull the
finish or leave swirl marks.

FINISH DAMAGE
•

Any stone chips, fractures or deep scratches in finish should be repaired right away. Minor chips
and scratches can be repaired with materials available from almost any auto parts store. Larger
areas of finish damage can be corrected by a local body and paint shop.

CHEMICAL SPOTTING & SUN FADING
•

Some weather and atmospheric conditions can create a chemical fallout. Airborne pollutants can
fall upon and attack surfaces on your Kart. This damage can take two forms: blotchy, ringletshaped discolorations, and small irregular dark spots etched into paint surface. Ultraviolet rays of
the sun will cause colors to fade. Frequent applications of an automotive type wax will slow this
natural process.

CLEANING FRAMES
•

Remove bodies weekly for frame cleaning and inspecting. Using a pressure washer, clean entire
frame of any dirt or grease that might have collected.

CAUTION
Do not spray water directly at brake components,
bearings, or engine, DAMAGE COULD OCCUR.

M11
Body Cleaning & Care

•

After spraying frame and wiping dry, grease all zerks with good quality grease. Spray
a rust inhibitor on all linkage rods, tie rod ends, springs or any unpainted surfaces.

CAUTION
Do not spray water on brake disc or caliper. This can
cause a brake loss and could cause an accident.
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TROUBLE SHOOTING
Table of Contents
ABNORMAL FRAME NOISE

N2

HANDLING AND/OR STABILITY

N2

ENGINE DOESN'T START

N3

OVERHEATING

N3

ABNORMAL DRIVE TRAIN NOISE

N3

TRANSMISSION NOISE

N3

CUSTOMER TROUBLE SHOOTING NOTES

N4

N2
Trouble Shooting
Trouble Shooting (Most Likely Cause)
Abnormal Frame Noise:
Front End Noise:
Tire pressure should be 35 - 50 psi
Body mount
Rod ends worn or loose
Bent tie rods
Loose steering shaft
Front hub bearing failure or loose
Broken or loose spindle
Pedal return spring broken
Rear end noise:
Motor mount loose or broken
Loose roll bar
Brake calipers loose or bent
Floater Hub bearing failure or loose
Axle bearing failure or loose
Other Noise:
Brackets, nuts, bolts, etc. not properly mounted or tightened
"A" Rubber bolts loose

Handling and/or stability unsatisfactory:
Steering wheel hard to turn:
Improper tire pressure
Rod ends jamming or overtight
Improper caster setting
Spindle bearing lubrication inadequate
Spindle bearing and/or spindle damaged
Steering shaft bent

Steering wheel shakes or excessively vibrates:
Tire pressure should be 35 - 50 psi
Lug nuts loose or missing
Rough track surface.
Spindle damaged
Improper caster setting
Front hub nut loose
Bent wheel

Steering pulls to one side:
Improper tire pressure
Toe in/Toe out
Wheels misaligned
Front hub bearing failure
Caster maladjusted, spindle mount loose
Frame bent

Brakes Don't Hold:
Air in brake line
Pad or disc (rotor) worn
Disc warped
Brake fluid leak
Master cylinder seal damaged
Brake fluid deteriorated
Caliper seal damaged

N3
Trouble Shooting
Contaminated pads.
Brake maladjusted (Pedal ply excessive.)

Engine doesn't start; starting difficulty:
For
For
For
For

5.5HP
6.5HP
8.0HP
9.0HP

GX160
GX200
GX240
GX270

motor
motor
motor
motor

see
see
see
see

shop
shop
shop
shop

manual
manual
manual
manual

Overheating:
(Do not let engine run at idle for more than 15 minutes.)
Firing incorrect
Spark plug dirty broken or maladjusted
Spark plug incorrect
Fuel mixture too lean
Fuel level in carburetor float chamber too low
Air cleaner clogged
Compression High:
Carbon build up in combustion chamber
Engine Load Faulty:
Brakes dragging
Transmission and/or engine oil poor quality or incorrect weight
Clutch slipping
Quality or incorrect oil weight
Transmission and/or engine oil level low
Cooling system component, incorrect:
Cooling fins intake clogged
Cooling fins broken
Oil insufficient
Crankshaft bearings worn or damaged
Clutch weights or pressure plate worn
Sprocket comp drive bearing worn or damage

Abnormal Drive Train Noise:
V-Belt adjusted improperly
Contaminated V-Belt
Motor and/or mount misaligned
Belt worn
Cog belt adjusted improperly
Contaminated cog belt
Cog belt to tight
Cog belt worn
Axle and/or engine sprocket worn
Motor and/or mount misaligned
Cracked or broken motor and/or mount

Transmission noise:

(Honda GX140, 160, 200, 240, 270 Engines Only)

Clutch housing/friction plate clearance excessive
Primary drive chain loose or worn

N4
Customer Trouble Shooting Notes

PROBLEM

CAUSE

SOLUTION

O

Electric Karts
Table of Contents
Unpacking & Assembly

O2

Periodic Maintenance

P2

General Maintenance

Q1

O2
Section: Set Up
Eagle
•
•
•

Carefully un wrap roll bar
Insert into roll bar mounts
Install hardware that was attached to steering
wheel

•

Make sure that seat belt routing is correct

Sidewinder
•
•
•

Carefully un wrap roll bar
Install roll bar into its mounts
Tight allen set screws

•

Make sure that seat belt routing is correct

Unpacking and Assembly

O3
Section: Set Up
•

•

J&J strongly recommends that you use a Optima D34M 12v 55 amp/hr. battery. Using
any other battery could lead to fitment and
performance issues
The charge profile of the kart charge is set
specifically to a optima battery

Battery Install (Eagle)
• Remove Battery box covers held on by four
Phillips headed screws.
• Install batteries following wiring diagram on
next page.

Battery Install (Sidewinder)
•
•

•

Remove body to expose battery compartments.
Install batteries following wiring diagram on
next page.

Wire batteries in series. Follow wire diagram
shown

Batteries

O4
Section: Set Up

Wiring Diagram

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)

Battery, Optima Deep Cycle (Blue Top)
Cable Assy, Battery Positive to battery Negative 8” Red
Cable Assy, Controller B to Left side battery Negative Black 24”
Sevcon, Controller D&D Motor
Cable Assy, Controller F2 to Motor F2 (18” Black)
Cable Assy, Controller F1 to Motor F1 (17” Black)
Cable Assy, Brush to Controller (Negative Black)
Charging, Floor Brush Kit
Cable Assy, Brush to Fuse Block (Positive Red)
Fuse, Block ( W/ 100amp Fuse )
Plug, SB175
Relay, 48v Continuous Duty Bear DC
Cable Assy, Fuse Block to Relay (6” Red)
Cable Assy, Controller M1 to Motor A+ (20” Red)
Motor, Electric Kart 48V DC ES-117 (22mm Shaft 7mm Key)
Cable Assy, Controller M2 to Motor A2+ ( 15” Red)
Cable Assy, Relay to Right Side Battery Positive. (26” Red)
Cable Assy, Controller B+ to Fuse Block (11” Red)
Cable Assy, Front Battery Positive to Front Battery Negative (78” Black)

O5
Section: Set Up
1. Motor, Electric Kart 48VDC ES-117 D&D

Kart Familiarization
3.

2. Switch, Box W/Cable Forward / Reverse, High / Low
3. Switch, Box W/Cable Stop Button
4.

4. SB-175 Charge Plug

NOTE:
Newer models have a single switch box
( W/Stop & forward / Reverse )

2.
1.

1. Steering Wheel, Round
2. Pedal, Gas
3. Pedal, Brake

1.
2.
3.

1. Floor charging if equipped

1.

O6
Section: Set Up
Charger:
Most fleets are sold with a Zivan NG3 or a NG5 charger.
NG3 - input: 220v 50hz output: 48vdc 60 amp
NG-5 -input 440v output: 80amp
Charger can be mounted over head with charge leads hanging
down or by using an in-floor charging arrangement.

Note: refer to OE manual for complete details.

Example of an overhead charger positions

Example of in floor charging

Charging

O7
Section: Set Up
Over head
• Karts must be fully charged before further set
up is done.
• To charge connect charge plug to kart. There
will be a five second delay then charging cycle should commence.
• Initial charge should take between 15-60 min.
The LED indicator on charger should be
green when charge is complete
• Kart will have no drive function when connected to charger. This reduces the likely
hood of a false start.
Infloor
•
•
•

Position karts up to pit lane stop. This is necessary to correctly space karts over the charging pads.
The green light on kart will indicate when
charge cycle has begun
Let karts charge for 1 hour to insure complete
charge

Charging

O8
Section: Set Up
Speed Adjust
Karts are set at maximum speed of 17 mph
To adjust speed you will have to connect to controller.
A PC Pak should have been included with you kart purchase.
Down load driver disk to lap top.
Contect PC Pak interconnect cable to controller.
On lap top open PC Pak program

This is what your screen should look like when you open PC Pak
With interconnect cable hooked to controller, turn the kart on
Now click on the connect tab (red arrow)

Your lap top is now down loading info from controller . This process should take about 30 sec
Select the personality tab
The rest of the tabs will are explained in the maintenance section of
this manual.

Session Set-Up Adjusting Speed

O9
Section: Set Up
The personalities screen should appear.
Click on maximum speed and adjust. Percentage of total speed
shown. You must adjust by percentage to your desired speed.
Once finished adjusting click on the disconnect tag (red arrow)
Turn kart off kart, disconnect interconnect cable
Go test

Session Set-Up Adjusting Speed

O10
Electrical Components

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)
13)
14)
15)
16)
17)
18)
19)
20)
21)
22)
23)

Cable, Throttle
Mount, Plate (Double & Single)
Standoff, Electronics Cover
Bolt, 1/4-20 x 3/4
Sevcon, Controller D&D Motor
Washer, #12 Z Flat
Washer, 1/4 Z Lock
Bolt, 6 x 20mm S/S BM
Kartrol EXE, Receiver
Male-Female, Thread Hex Standoff 1/2”Hex 1/2”Length 1-4”-20
Screw
Insert
Fuse, Block ANL 50-300 AMP
Fuse
Relay, 48v Continuous Duty
Washer, 5/16 x 3/4 S/S Flat
Screw, 10-32 x 1-1/2
Board, Interconnect
Sevcon, Throttle Controller
Bolt,6 x 20mm S/S BM
Cover, Electronics (Double & Single)
Washer, 5/16 Z Lock
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 3/4 BHSS SS
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Session Set-Up Charge Times
Charge Times
***Note this section is vital to battery life. Read
carefully and execute thoroughly***
**Due to variations in track designs it is a must
to determine max run times. **
• To perform the following task. Have readily
available copy of chart on next page, stop
watch, and a high quality digital volt meter.

Minimum Run Voltage-Maximum Run Time
• To begin make sure that the kart being used is
fully charged. Record this as your complete
charge voltage
• Connect your volt meter to charge plug terminals
• Make sure reading is above 42 volts. **Never
operate kart below 42 volts.**

•

Write down the time that it takes from start to
when the battery voltage reaches 43 volts
while driving the course.
• This will be your maximum run time
• Repeat this four times and average your time
to get your maximum run time.
Example concept only:
run 1 6.52 min
run 2 7.05
run 3 6.25 min
run 4 6.45
Total
26.27 divide by 4
Run Time 6.56 min
***never operate karts below 42 volts**
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•
•

To determine charge times you must decide
how long your session ride times are going to
be.
A good start would to set ride time at 5 minutes just as long kart is never ran below 42v.

Session Set-Up Charge Times
Use to Determine Ride and Charge Times
**recommend photocopying**

Minimum Run Voltage-Maximum Run Time
(time it takes to get from full voltage to 43v)
Time
Test 1=________
Test 2=________
Test 3=________

•
•

•
•

Determining charge times is a lengthy process
and will have to monitored regularly.
Start by multiplying your run time by 1.65.
example 5 min x 1.65 = 8 min and 15 seconds. By doing this you should be able bring
the batteries back to 100%.
It is recommend that you check battery voltages at the end of the last before charging to
make sure karts are not below 42 volts
It is possible to lower charge times, but the
kart would be operating at lower voltages,
which is not ideal for battery longevity.

Test 4=________
Total _______divide by 4 = Maximum Ride Time______
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M
NO.

ITEM

Periodic Maintenance Chart

SERVICE
TYPE

DAILY

1

SB175 CHARGE PLUGS

-CHECK
-REPLACE

X

2

4 GA. POWER WIRES

-CHECK
-REPLACE

X

3

MOTOR

-CHECK
-CLEAN

X

AFTER
FIRST
20 HRS

WEEKLY
OR EVERY
100 HRS

2 WEEKS
OR EVERY
200 HRS

X

4

CHARGE STOP FUNCTION

-CHECK

X

5

VOLT READING

-CHECK

X

6

LOADED VOLT READING

-CHECK

7

ELECTRONICS

-CHECK

MONTHLY

8

BATTERIES

CHECK

MONTHLY

9

FRONT HUBS &
SPINDLES

-CHECK
-TORQUE
-GREASE

X

AXLE , AXLE BEARINGS,
AND REAR HUB NUTS

-CHECK
-GREASE

X

11

STEERING

-CHECK

X

12

DRIVE BELTS

-CHECK
-ADJUST
-REPLACE

X

10

13

PULLEYS
(UPPER V - 65 IN. LBS.)
(LOWER - 108 IN. LBS.)

14

WHEEL LUG NUTS &
STUDS
(35 FT. LBS.)

15

ALL NUTS & BOLTS
(SEE TORQUE CHART)

16

HYDRAULIC BRAKES

X

X

X

X
WHEN DAMAGED

-CHECK
-ADJUST
-TORQUE

X

-CHECK
-TORQUE
-REPLACE

X

-CHECK
-TORQUE
-REPLACE
-CHECK PAD WEAR
-FLUID LEVEL
-FLUID CHANGE

X
X

X
WHEN DAMAGED
X
X
WHEN DAMAGED
X
X
EVERY YEAR

17

SEATBELTS

-CHECK
-REPLACE

X
WHEN DAMAGED

18

TIRES
(35 TO 50 PSI.)

-CHECK
-ROTATION
-REPLACE

X
WHEN NECESSARY
WHEN NECESSARY

CHASSIS LUBRICATION

-LUBRICATE

19

X
X

X
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Periodic Maintenance

Below are explanations of services listed in the Periodic Maintenance Charts on
previous page.
The proper fluids and lubricants to use are listed in this section. Make sure to always use the
recommended fluids and lubricants. All parts should be replaced and all necessary repairs done before the
kart is operated.

1.

SB175 CHARGE PLUG-- Make sure that it is lubed with di electric grease. Inspect for deep grooving or signs of arcing.

2. 4 GAUGE POWER WIRES -- Check for bare wires or heavy discoloration. Replace as needed.
3. MOTOR-- Check for discoloration of motor casing, tightness of terminal. Weekly use compress air to remove dust and debris.
4. CHARGE STOP FUNCTION--With charger plugged in acceleration function should not work.
5. VOLT READING-- Check with volt reader at charge plug. 50-52 volts is fully charged
6. LOADED VOLT READING--With brake switch deactivated load motor for 10 seconds and view voltage. 48v or higher should
be maintain if not load test each battery until bad battery is found.
7. ELECTRONICS-- Remove electronics cover and inspect for loose or bare wires.
8. BATTERIES -- Check terminal connections for tightness.
9. FRONT HUBS AND SPINDLES -- Inspect and grease front spindles every 2 weeks or 200 hours. Front hub nuts should be
torqued to 50 FT. LBS.
10. AXLE, AXLE BEARINGS AND REAR HUB NUTS -- Inspect axle for bending and cracking. Clean and grease axle bearings at
specified intervals or sooner if operated in dirty or wet conditions. Torque axle set screw at 70 IN LBS. Rear hub nuts should be
torqued to 50 FT. LBS.
11. STEERING-- Check for smooth and precise movement from full turn left to full turn right. Inspect tie rods and rod ends for
loosening, damage or wear. To prevent uneven tire wear and a poor handling kart check front end alignment weekly or every 100
HRS.
12. DRIVE BELTS -- Inspect drive belts for proper deflection, alignment and tension. Twisted or cracks belts should be replaced.
NOTICE: The best tension for a V-belt drive is the lowest tension at which the belts will not slip under the highest load
condition.
WARNING: Too much tension shortens belt and bearing life.
13. PULLEYS-- Inspect for proper deflection, alignment.
14. WHEEL LUG NUTS AND STUDS -- Check for loose wheel lug nuts and studs daily and torque to 35 FT. LBS.
WARNING: Check the tightness frequently during the first week or 100 HRS. And when wheel is changed
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Periodic Maintenance

15. ALL NUTS AND BOLTS— See torque chart below. All torque values are in FT. LBS.

SIZE
5 mm

TYPE
bolt, nut

FT. LBS.
4

SIZE
6 mm

TYPE
bolt, nut

FT. LBS.
7

8 mm

bolt, nut

17

10 mm bolt, nut

25

12 mm bolt, nut
1/4-20 bolt, nut
5/16-18 bolt , nut

40
60 to 85
110 to 150

1/4-28 bolt, nut
5/16-24 bolt, nut

65 to 90
120 to 160

3/8-16 bolt, nut
7/16-14 bolt, nut

14.5 to 20
23 to 32

3/8-24 bolt, nut
7/16-20 bolt, nut

16 to 22
24 to 34

1/2-13 bolt, nut
9/16-12 bolt, nut

37 to 50
50 to 70

1/2-20 bolt, nut
9/16-18 bolt, nut

37.5 to 52.5
57.5 to 77.5

5/8-18 bolt, nut

72.5 to 97.5

5/8-11 bolt, nut

70 to 95

3/4-10 bolt, nut

125 to 165

3/4-16 bolt, nut

120 to 165

16. HYDRAULIC DISC BRAKES INSPECTION-- When engine oil is changed, inspect the lines and hoses for proper
hookup, binding, leaks, cracks, chafing, etc. Check fluid level in master cylinder. A low fluid level can indicate
worn disc brake pads which may need to be replaced. Inspect disc for wear and alignment.
WARNING: Inspect brakes more often if driving conditions result in frequent braking.
17. SEATBELTS-- Inspect all belts, buckles, latch plates and anchorage’s daily. Replace if necessary.
CAUTION: Don’t let anyone operate the Go-Kart if they can’t wear a seatbelt properly. If the kart is in a crash and
they are not wearing a seatbelt, they could hit things inside the kart or be ejected from it. They can be seriously
injured or killed. Always properly fasten customers seatbelts and then double check to make certain straps are not
loose.
18. TIRES--For proper wear and maximum tire life rotate tires and check inflation, 35 to 50 PSI. A properly inflated
and aligned tire should wear evenly across the tread. Replace tires when the white wear marks begin to show.
NOTE: The white wear mark will only show on Recap tires. If you have Power Master or Bigfoot tires
replace when last wear mark is worn off.
19. CHASSIS LUBRICATION-- Lubricate steering linkage, throttle linkage, pedal and throttle control arm
at specified intervals or after washing. When used in dusty or wet conditions, service more frequently.
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Battery Load Test
You will need an automotive standard 12 v battery load tester. J&J
part number 3-96-0100

•

Connect load tester to a battery and activate via toggle switch.
Make sure that you read load tester manual as it will give you the
correct amount of load to determine if battery is good or not.
Note: It is not necessary to disconnect battery leads for this procedure.

Battery Load Test
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When pedal is in its resting position cable should no tension.
When fully gas pedal is fully depressed springs should have 1/16 to
1/8” pull.
If adjustment is needed it must be done at the throttle controller.

Remove electrical panel via the four 3/16 in bolts.

Loosen jam nuts on cable adjuster.
Adjust until within specified amount.
Before panel is to be installed, turn kart on to make sure it has
function.

Throttle Cable Adjustment
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Electrical Components

ELECTRIC MOTOR & MOUNT COMPONENTS
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
11)
12)

Bolt, 3/8-16 x 1 B5-Z
Washer, 3/8 Z Lock
Guard, Drive Sprocket (Electric)
Mount, Motor D&D
Sprocket
Motor, Electric Kart 48VDC ES -117 D&D (22mm Shaft 7mm Key)
Bolt, 5/16-18 x 1-1/4 B5-Z
Washer, 1/4 Z Flat
Washer, 5/16 Z Lock
Plate, Motor Mount D&D & ASMO Adapter
Mount, Motor 5.5 Thru 9.0 HP & D&D Electric Motor
Bolt, 3/8-16 x 3/4 LHSCS
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Cog Belt Tension
To check measure the deflection.
Do this by using a ruler. Take your measurement between top pulley and bottom pulley. Push belt in and then out. The amount of
movement is deflection.
Correct belt tension is 1/2” of deflection.

To adjust:
Loosen motor mount bolts with a 9/16” wrench. There are a two
one on each side.

With a 3/4 socket turn adjustment bolt counter clockwise to loosen
and clockwise to tight.
Once you have correct tension. Tighten motor mount bolts.

Drive
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Cog Belt Tension
Cog belts are sensitive to misalignment and should not
be used on drives where misalignment is inherent to the
drive operation. Misalignment leads to inconsistent belt
wear and premature tensile failure due to unequal tensile member loading.

If mis -alignment has occurred.
Adjust by moving lower pulley.
Loosen pinch bolts and pull or push into place.

Once motor mount bolts have been loosened. Relieve tension on
the adjuster bolt.

Drive
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Roller Chain Adjustment
Tension adjustment procedure is same as cog belt.
1/2” of deflection is the correct tension.

Roller Chain Replacement
•
•
•
•
•
•

Due to the close spacing of the chain it complicates the chain replacement procedure. Read carefully.
Remove wheel
Loosen motor mount and slide all the way forward.
Remove Drive pulley bolt
Remove the six nuts with a 1/4”rachet 7/16 short socket on the
backside of lower sprocket assy.
Remove the six sprocket bolts.

Remove sprocket and chain.

Drive
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Drive Pulley Removal
Loosen pulley bolt with a 1/2” socket. An air impact gun works
well for the task. If not available you may need someone to lock
the brakes.
Loosen motor mount bolts and slide motor forward.

Belt will have to be slide off of lower pulley in order to remove
upper pulley.
This is easier done with wheel removed.

Drive Pulley Install
Apply a bit of never-seize to the output shaft.
Install 7mm key stock. Make sure that it is good condition.
Slide belt and pulley on.

Drive
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To keep motor from spinning have someone hold the brake.
Tighten pulley bolt to 25 ft lbs.

Drive

